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!. SUMMARY
Tile objective of the program conducted under ('ontract NAS 3-1"7823 was to m+estig.tte
develop, and perform copper and aickel electroformmg for the purpose of establishing tile necessar3'
processes and procedures for repeatable, successful lab rication of the outer _tructures or regenerut ixely
cooled thrust chambers. This report describes the selection of electrolytes for electroformmg, tile de-
velopment studies conducted to refine and complete the processes necessary for prt)ttt,cing high qual-
ity thrust chamber outer shells, and the testing employed to demonstrate the upplicahility of these
processes and procedures when applied to small-scale hardwareJ
Specifications were developed and modified from observations and test rest, Its in tl:e develop-
ment effort. Procedures. processes, and controls were detailed for electroforming copper and nickel.
for tei eparation of copper and copper alloys for electroform bonding, and for the specialized tech-
nology unique to thrust chamber electroforming - treatment of coolant passages by temporary fill-
ings. conductivizing, and bond activation.
Copper alloy {Amzirc) test cylinders, containing passages simulating those of actual regenera-
tively cooled thrust chamber liners, were electroformed with copper and nickel for destructive evalu-
ation to verify that high bond integrity and good mechanical properties were obtained using the
specifications developed. Results disclosed that the electroformed bonds al_'ays exhibited strengths
at least equal to the tensile strength of the weaker component metal. Mectzanical properties of the
electroformed copper and nickel were at least equal to those of the annealed wrought counterpart or
were superior from a standpoint of structural application and had excellent thermal stability.
!1. INTROI)UCTIO\
One of file prim-lry methods of fabricating tile outer shell_ of regcner;_ti_ely _,,oicd thr_>.!
chambers for advanced design rocket engines is by electroformiug. .\ t_, plc,d _(,cket engine i, ,,t_.(_,.rl
schematically in Figure I. Tile cooled thrt_,d chamber ,ectien _, .'o:tzpo,,ed _1 ,i c_m,.bt>,tl_m charllber
where burning ol high energy _uel and ')xidizer occurs, a throat restr_crl_m to _cm_ert tile high pres-
sure gases into tligh velocity vector flow. and a ,:ozzle to increa,e g,_ _et,_city and all_p[ily thrust.
The inner me:nber of the chamber wall structure is tt_e iiner, ar hot ga_ side. which is usually
produced by conv.zntionai spinning and machliung tech,liqu_:s l;om ,peci,,lly _elected ,,rought metal
alloys having outstanding elevated temperature performaace. (han:_el, are machined into the liner
to pro"ide flow passages for a coolant (usually one of the propellant,_ to maintain the hot gas x_all
at a .safely low operating temperature. The outer shell closes out the coolant passages and provides
structural support for the liner coolant system. Electroformed nickel or copper is generally utilized
for the outer shell due to available experience with tile deposition of these metals and the useful
properties obtainable with then,,
Electroforming provides the most economical means of fabricati,,g the complex _hape re-
quired in the outer shell. Properly performed, this technology ,_an provide material properties :rod
structural integrity required by the design engineer.
Experience reqmred to utilize this teclmology in producing hardx_are meeting the rigid service
requirements demanded i', limited. Proces,es aTld procedt,re,_ are. for the most part. proprietaly. As
a result, the product of one ele_.:r,,iormer will frequently differ trcml th._r of another with respect to
mechanical properties, deposit quail',y, and bond strengths ,,thieved betx_ een the electroformett outer
shell and the chamber liner. Similar variation is pos_lhle in c,msecut_e product,, from the same
electroformer.
Ti_e following report describes the develop,nent of proce_3e, .rod procedure_ for tile prei.'ara-
lion of specifications for electroforming nickel and copper outer 3hell, _n regenerali_., s' cooled
thrust chamber liners. These specifications represent a merging of technical contributi(3nx from many
sources into a guide for those considering lhe electrodeposition of aerospace ,;tructures.
Since most procedures md practices for electroforming complex ,',ructures ,;ubject to arduot_,
service environments are high'y proprietary, it is anticipated that the _,peci!ication,, contained herein
will be continually improved as various electroforming investigators add their o_vn personal know-
ledge and experie_ce to the available literature. For the present, this work provide_ a basic doct_mvm
on which the electroformer may co:npare his product w_th that of another.
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!!1. LITERATURE ?_,NALYSIS
E!ectrofornling the outer shells of regenerattvely cooled thrtt_t cilamber-, _s :l uniq_le electro-
chemical process for it is a hybrid operation bet_een true elec_rnl,_r_ing "_here the m .ndrel i re-
moved to leavea free standing structure and heavy electn_pl,_ting where .J highl_. :e!iahlefond 'ottle
substrate metal is required. Po._._zbly the most difficu!t t.:sk it. e',ectn_form_ng regeneratlvely .ooled
thrust chambers is the requirement that a delic..:te!y conducti_tzed lllm ,,xer the material used to fill
the coolant passages must be bridged _vith :t nol_-poroun la._er o! etectrodeponlt_:d metal _ bile sHnul-
taneously obtaining a highly reliable bond to the mehd ,,urlaces .,d,.,cent to the pa_sage_.
In effectively meeting the above reqt, ncments it x,,a,_ necessary.' Io ,.onslder all processes by
which the desired electrodeposits could be made and the benctitn _r dl._,_dvantages in mechanical
properties available from each. A literature search was conducted to screen all candidate processes
for the deposition of copper and nickel as the electrodeposited ,.._uler ,hell ,nateria',. These melaln
are the most commonly used by virlue of available deposition experience, contro!led mechaniu,,l pro-
perties, and favorable thermdl properties. Included in this su_ey _ere all procedures and processes
related to bonding on metal substrates - with particular requirements for bonding to copper and
copper alloys.
The complete literature analysis has been published in Report No. NASA (R-13477_. "'Inves-
tigation of Electroforming Techniques" [ 1 l- From this sur_ey acid copper sulfate w_th periodic re-
verse current and copper pyrophosphate were selected as tt_e most promising cmnmerciaily available
electrolytes for copper electroforming. This choice of electrolytes wa_, based on the mechanical and
physical properties obtainable in the deposit when compared to similar data for wrough_ annealed
copper. This included performance at elevated temperatures :ts well a_ room temperature..guch
evaluation was critical since tile deposits are subject to being brazed nr welded as ,ec_mdary labri-
cation operations in thrust chamber manufacture. Reasonably low residua! stresses in the deposits
from these electrolytes was also considered a favorable factor since higi_ tem, ile _,tresse_ in deposit,
can decrease fatigue strength in the substrate metal.
It was noted that "'as deposited" mechanical properties l"rcm the product of hrigi_t leveling
acid sulfate electrolytes a:e often superior to those of the copper <_l:_:i¢_,Y- ,elected m this program
However. this is a result of grain refinement from organic additlvv., .'guch additixes can co_,tribute
to deposit impurities which result in porosity or embrittlement _q_,,n c\p_nt;re _ elevated tempera-
ture. Such electrolytes represented a high risk selection pending , detailed inve_ig:_tion of _heir
thermal behavior and this was beyond the scope of the presen_ pr,_gram.
For nickel depu_:,; ion. the nickel sulfamate electrolyte _ ith Io_ chloride coment tot no
chloride content) was selected fo_ electroforming structural nickel ,.ubjected to ele,,ated temperature
exposure. The sulfa:hate baths offer the best combination of controlled mechanicai properties, low
tensile stress in the deposits, and ease of operatian.
The literature reviess disclosed t_so prm:a_ techniquen t,:_r preparing c¢lpper and c,npp,?r alloy
surfaces for bonding, l"hemost promising approach appeared tol, e,_ Stanford ['_3ixergi;y 12i recom-
mended procedure in which all activation solutions and c_mdition, _ere conxidercd om_patible ,xith
the conductivized film required oll the wax-filled channel surlace,. \ln-t _,lher techniques _sere h;gh-
risk. based on potential chemical attack on the conduct_vlzing med_._.
The literature also disclosed tile use of various _vaxc, l(,r I iiIlng rece,,,e,. !f_r _tih,cq ent c,:_n-
ductivizing. Experience has _,ho_,_ I1 certain _ax _,hor_.-colrllngs, :1_, C_}Dtrl}'tl[1Tqg lo pt'_or tilIl_ell'nl(_ll_li
control of channels and in sonle in,:,tallce,; to poro,ity _n dep_,_t- _m,ned_._lci._ ,,_ c, the c_,,_l._,_l pa,,-
ages. From recommendations in the l_terature, a spe,:_iiu filling c_,mp,,tmd. R_gid,lx \t I [ tght Blue
was selected for inv,.-st igation.
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IV, ELECTROFORMING DEVELOPMENT
A. GENERAL
A development program was established to investigate the most promising electrolytes
selected from the literature analysis to elechoform outer shells on regeneratively cooled thrust chum-
bers. The two copper electrolytes selected were the pyrophosphate solution and the acid copper
sulfate bath with periodic current reversal. Neither of the two systems is commonly used to produce
heavy electrodeposits in the aerospace industry, so it was considered necessary to develop or verify
the mechanical properties obtainable from each bath. The nickel sulfamate electrolyte selected was
investigated primarily for information as to necessary controls to maintain the useful structural pro-
perhes kpown to be possible with this solution.
Frequent references in the literature to waxes used to fill coolant passages in chamber linere
has been made, but little description of the problems associ_._ed with their applicatlen a_td consequent
effects oa conductivizing film.; or the structure of electrodeposits has been made. The investigation
of several commercially available waxes was included in this study.
B. COPPER PYROPHOSPHATE ELECTROLYTE INVESTIGATION
A 56.8 liter (! 5 gallon) bath of pyrophosphate copper solution was prepared from commer-
cial plating grade salts. The bath was hydrogen peroxide treated, carbon treated, and filtered prior
to use. A series of flat test panels were produced on a stainless steel mandrel and removed for mech-
anical property testing. As work continued with this bath, a series of modifications were made to
determine the effects of improved filtration and solution agitation on the mechanical properties.
Tae normal operating range and solution chemistry for pyrophosphate copper electrolytes
is shown in Table !.
TABLE I
NORMAL RANGE OF CttEMISTRY AND OPERATING CONDITIONS
FOR COPPE R PY ROPtlOSPIt ATI- BATHS [ 51
CopperMetal,,JI
PyrophosphatePCopper-Ratio
Ammonia,9J!
PotassiumNitrate,g!l
pH
Temp,°C
Current_lenrdty,Cathode*
*Hi_lhdensitiespossiblewith good
18.8 to 300
7.4:1 to 8.0:1
0.375 tc 2.25
5to 10
8.0 to 8.5
46.1° to 57.2_C
2.16 to 3.24 Amp/din2
(20 to 30 Amp/ft_)
aitation of electrolyte.
I 1
The primar_ objecti_e of this study was the determ,nJtion of mean_ to improve ductility _n
the deposits. Lamb. Jotmson. and Valentine [3] rep,._,ted ex_c!ient ductility of 3c* percent elonga-
tion in a 50.8 mm t2 in.t gauge length m tile "':,'-. tleposited'" ondition. Other in'_e<igat_r- ha_e
,_hown 10 percent elongation or less [I ].
The appendix prc.,e_its a tabulation of the pyropE._spt_ate ct_pper etec'.iob te analyse.,, open'-
ring condition_,, and deposit test result_ during this study. Only data for fi'_ose lla_ paaeI,, ph,_,,ical',_
tes*,,_d Is reported. The remaining panels were con,;idered un,,uitable for teq due to brittleI,e,,s, ab-
normal roughness, or "bt,rning.'"
Test Panels 1 and 6 were peoduced from an clectro',yte high m :unmonia content _hich would
account for the high luster of the deposit-;, a, ._piral contractometcr ,,v:_.;used to obtain the residual
stress value reported in Panel I. This compressive stress of 24.o6 .X.;N'm-' t3.58 Kpsil for a current
density of 2.15 A/din 2 {20 amps/ft: I was abcut .twice that reported in the lite;ature [31 - The tensile
strength results for Panels I and 6 were abnormally high for an electrolyte with no additives. The
low ductility on these same panels indicated tt at codepo:,ltion of particulate matter might be occ'ar-
ring, or the air agitation might be insufficient to maintain good ele_trolyte movement at the ca_.i_ode
surface.
Panels 7 and 8 were produced from the ;ame electrolyte :,fief ttle ammoma content was
adjusted to the normal operating range. Jhe fanctions of this ingredient are: _ 1 _ to aid in proper
anode corrosion, and ! 2 _ to maintain deposit brightness. A recirculating pump system was added
with a filter chamber to provide I 0 m,cron nominal lihration to the elect,o'd,"e. Mechanical pro-
perty test results for Panel 7; indTcated tha! reJucing the ammonia concentr_,tion and us_ .>f i0 mi-
cron filtration did not imprave tile ductility of the depo,qts. Reducing the anode-cathode area ra,io
{Pane! 8) appeared to result m a decrease in the deposit mechanical strength hut did not improve
ductility.
Air agitation had been supplied by a single low pressure, cut-]e_ :_ir compressor and dividing
the air supply equally between tl_e anodes and cathode. [:or the ren',_,inder ._f tile study, the entire
air supply was used to agitate the electrolyte in the area of the cat!;ode. Ttle filtration ,_vstem wa',
improved by installation of 2 micron nominal rated filter_ and continuo',_s carbon tre,,tment.
Panel 9 was electroformed under the improved conditions and tested for mechanical proper-
ties. An improvement in material ductility was noted in that the elonganon irt _0._ mm _2 in _ gau:ae
length ranged from 17 to "i percent, tteating a sample of this panel at 170.7-( ! 350: !- _ for one
hour improved the clot, gab.ion to 23 percent.
Mechanical property results from Panel 10 .,,pecimens indicated an increase m bril*leness as
expected when the copper metal content is h: ,.1_.or the pyrophosphate c_pper ratio i_ Io_ In thi,,
case. both conditions existed. Heat treating tt-, ;s material at 17.:.7 _ ( _350 _ [:) for one hour impro_ ed
the ductility. These results indicated that the pyrophosphate copper raliomuq bem:untained higher
than 7:! for good mechanical properties - particularly elongation
Panel 12 was produced under _vh:_.* \va_ considered the best eI_'ctro!yte condlt:oll, ba,ed on
prevmu_ findings. The cx,:ellent mechanical properties obtained compared I'a,_orab]_ _ ith _he d,,_ta
of Lamb. Johnson._nd \:alentme [3]. The{ens!lebarsexhflqted nearly ideal p.cck-do_.ln..t lractui-e
6
ThemicrostructureisshowninFigure2. Thematerialcontainsu generally coarse appearing equiaxed
grain structure conCaining fine sub-grains. This agrees completely _'ith tile findings of Lamb. Johnson,
and Valentine. It is possible that the high yie!d strength exhibited t y pyrophosphate copper may be
related to tills unique structure, the mechanical properties for specimens from this panel are com-
pared _ith those reported in the literature [4] for wrought annealed OFHC copper, Table il.
_[ABLE 11
COMPARISON OF MECttANICAL PROPERTIES OF ANNEALED
OFt|C (OPPER AND "'AS DEPOSITED'" PYROPI|OSPHATE COPPER
TensileStrength YieldStrength Elontation%
8 in. 2 !p.
OFHC Copper 42 to
AnnealedRod 43.5
Pyrophosphate
Copper,Panel12
Kpsi MN/m 2
3! to 213.7 to
32 220.6
!
43.3 to 298.6 to J
I
45.9 316.5 J
Kpsi MN/rn2
12 to 82.7 to
13 89.6
24.5 to 168.9 to
25.7 177.2
i _
27 to
37
On Panel 15 the air agitation system was inadvertently misaligned while all other electrolyte
operating conditions and solution chemistry were in proper control, The mechanical properties ob-
tained were similar to those on Panel 12, except for the ductility being greatly decreased. The same
was t..ue for Panel I to. Panel 20 was produced when the pyrophosphate copper ratio was at the low
:;ide of the permissible operating range. The ammonia content was low, but within the operating
range. Mechanical property results indi .ited a general increase in ultimate strength and yield strength.
The ductility was lower than desired.
Panel 25 was produced under optimum electrolyte composition and operating conditions
during the first portion of the electroforming period. M;dway in the deposition run the panel was
raised fr,_m the electrolyte for a brief inspection. It was replaced in the electrolyte, but in a slightly
different position with respect to the air agitation system. Come of the air furnishing electrolyte
agitation was directed behind the mandrel rather than ove, ae face being electroformed. This re-
duced electrolyte movement resulted in a duplexed microstructure as shown in Figures 3 and 4. The
mechanical properties were good: however, the ductility was not as good as that of Panel 12.
The test pancl_ in this s!_dy could be categorized by mechanical properties and then associ-
ated with electrolyte controls _or discrepancies_ which contributed to these results, Table 111.
From this investigation it was indicated that all of the mechanical properties are affected by
electrolyte copper content pyrophosphate copper ratio, and the degree of filtration _fineness of
particulate remov,:d). Air agitation, or uniformity, does not appear to significantly affect the deposit
mechanical strength or yield strength, but it does significantly determine the ductility obtainable as
shown in Table 11I.
Papel 12 Macm_fication 1O0X
The above photomicrograph was taken from a non strained _egion of a tensil_ test specimen which indicated
mechanical properties of:
Kpsi MN'm. "_
Ultimate Strength 43.3 298.6
Yield Strength 25.5 175.8
Elor_gation, % in 2 Inches 37
The microstr[ tture appears to be medium coarse equiaxed with the fine suhgrain structure described by Lamb,
Johnson, and _v_,lentine (6).
8
Retjion of columnar qra_r_ structure indicated
tO have or i(;Enatt,(J fr,)r'n a chan(;e _n _,htcfr L)l_,[,t
agitation coqd_t,ons.
Region ot equ_axed grain structu;e typlca! of
that expected in copper pyrophosphat_
deposits from hi!jhly agitated e _ ctro yte_.
Surface from which deposition was initiated.
Panel 25 Magnification 50X
Figure 3. l)utqc\ (;rain Structure in ('ot_pcr Pyrophosphate t£1ectroformed Panel
Region of nodular o _ rough deposit surface
in the same specimen as illustrated in
Figure 3. The areas of duolex grain structure
appear to vary as a result of localized char, ges
in electrolyte agitation conditions at the
cathode sur :ace.
Panel 25 Magnifie_tioq 32X
Fi,_,tnrc 4. Rc_ion of Nodular Surface m ('opp_'r Pyrophost_hate tilcctroformcd P:mc!
TABLE I!I
CATEGORIZATION OF P'f ROPIIOSI'ltATI= ('OPI'I[R DEI'OSITS BY MI_CtIANI(AL
PROPERTIES ,AND RI LATt!D I(LI_('TROLYTt C()NTROLS
UIt.Strength
Panel
Rating Nos. Kpsi MN/m2
Poor 1, 6, 7,
8,10
Poor 16
Fair 9, 15,
20
Good 25
Excellent 12
56.7 to 390.9 to
83.8 577.8
43.7 to 301.3 to
44.5 306.8
38.7 to 266.8 to
53.3 367.5
42.2 291.0
43.3 to 298.6 to
45.9 316.5
Mechanmat Pronerty Range
Y_eld Strength
Kpsi MN/m 2
35.0 to 241.3 to
68.5 472.3
27.5 to 189.6 to
29.3 202.0
22.7 to 156.5 to
36.4 251.0
t
27.2 167.5
24.5 to 168.9 to
25.7 177.2
Related Electrot'ite
Eiong_tmr_ Chemistry or Operatm 9
% i;_ 2 m. Cond_tmns
4',o 12
8to 10
14 to 21
28
27 to 37
!_+adequate electrolyte fdtrahon
or high copper metal and low
pyro/cu ratio (b_low 7: 1)
Badly misahgned air agitation
system
Non-optimum placement of air
agitation system, or marginal
pyro/cu ratio (Panel 20 only)
Bath chemistry optimum, air
agitation alignment changed dur
ing electroforming.
Bath chemistry optimum, air
agltatmn near optimum
Specimens from Panel 25 were supplied ro the NASA Lewis Resedrch ('enter for independent
evaluation. The material was found to weld satislhctorily.
It is concluded that electrodeposits from the pyropho'mhate copper electrolyte are satixfac-
t_ry for application to regeneratively cooled thrust chamber c,u_cr shells, ltowever, the application
of this process will require additional studies by the user to de_e!op d satisfaclory electrolyte agita-
tion system which will assure good solution circulation in recessed areas <chamber throat region) in
actual hardware.
C. INVESTIGATION OF ACID COPPER SULFATE ELECTROLYTE DEPOSITS V_ITH
PERIODIC CURRENT REVERSAL
A 120 gallon (454.2 liter) tank used for plating bright leveling acid copper was converted to
conventional acid sulfate with periodic current reversal capability for this study. A new electrolyte
was prepared which analyzed 48g/I. 10.4 oz/gal) copper as metal. 1g7.5 gil. ( 25 oz;gal) copper sul-
fate, and 75 g/l. (10 oz/gal) sulfuric acid. The phosphorized OFtlC copper anodes were replaced
with OFHC copper anodes. The solution was hydrogen peroxide treated, heated to (,0°( _ 140°F)
to drive off residual peroxide, and subjected to continuous filtratiem.
The first panels electrofo-med were to determine the effects of bath agitation o,+ the physical
appearance of the deposits. No periodic current reversal was _tsed. Air agitatum of tile i_alh witEout
cathode movement resulted in a tough, nodular deposit of unsuitable quality for testing. ('athode
movement on a reciprocating rod improved tile second panel, but the surface quality wa.,, t;ot as de-
sired. An excessive number of anodes were present which resulted in abnormally low anode current
density. This was corrected and a recirculating pump and spray system installed 1o improve electro-
10
ilyte flow. The electroforming tank including an electmIorm rotation system and periodic current
reversal unit is illustrated in Figure :,.
The next panel was electroformed at a current density of 4.b;4 A/din 2 (45A/ft 2 ) and a batl_
temperature of 32.2o(. ` _90 ° F_,. The mechanical proper:ies obtained were.
TestStr,p
UIt.Strength
Kpsi MN/rn2
49.6 3,,Z0
39.1 338.5
51.4 354.4
I YieldStrength
Kpsi i MN/m2
31.0 213.7
30.4 209.6
30.5 210.3
Elongation
%in 2 inches
9
19
18
The high tensile strength and lower than expected ductility indicated ,some of the old bright leveling
bath may have been left in the recircuktion, filtering, and carbon treatment systems. Correction was
made by peroxide treatment and replacement of the filters a:,d carl:on.
A new series of test panels were electroformed witq and without the use of periodic current
reversal. The electrolyte temperature was maintained between 32.2 and 35.6°C. The electrolyte
was continuously filtered and carbon treated. The mechanical property test results for the control
panels {with no periodic current reversal) are shown in Table IV. Corresponding data under similar
electrolyte controls for deposits electroformed with periodic current reversal are shown in Table V.
The most significant finding in that portion of the study concerning mechanical properties
of conventionally electroformed copper from the acid sulfate bath was the beneficial effect of vigor-
ous agitation of electrolyte at the cathode. At 4.84 A/din: 145 Amp/ft 2 ) the mechanical property
test results showed an excellent combination of strength and ductility IPanel 2, Table IVj. As ex-
pected, these results could not be duplicated at greater deposit thicknesses. Panel 3, Table IV, was
electroformed to almost 2.5 mm (0. l0 inch) in thickness using the same current density as was used
to deposit Panel 2. The resulting mechanical properties at this thickness were unsuitable for most
structural applications. Grain coarsening during thick electroforming led to greater impurity code-
position and microstructural faults with attendant poor mechanical strength and low ductility as
illustrated in Figure 6.
Table v shows the benefits of periodic cunent :eversal on the mecn-nical properties of acid
copper deposits. The mechanical properties of al! deposits produced at current densities of 4.84
A/dm 2 (45A/ft 2 ) or 6.46 A/d:n: (b0 A/ft 2 ) are good with the former being excellent - particularly
in regards to ultimate and yield strengths. The most striking advantage to periodic current reversal
appears to be the ability to r.mintain these preperties at any deposit thickness as evident for Panels
PR-3 and PR--4. The deposits were very smootl-, and of excellent visual quality. A photomicrograph.
F;,gure 7. shows the uniform columnar _r':.in structure typical for periodic reversal.
The only disadvantage to periodic current reversal appears to be the longer deposition times
necessary to obtain a given electroform thickness. Ninety-three hours were required to deposit the
2. 184 mm (0.086 inch) of buildup in Panel PR-4. The adjustment of the periodic current reversal
cycle to a longer forward plating time will increase the deposition rate - in fact. cycles up to 7:1 for
forward to reverse plating ratio have been suggested in the literature.
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TABLE IV
MECHANI('AL PROPERTIES OF ACID COPPER SULFATE DEPOSITS
ELE('TROFORMED WITItOUT PERIODIC CURRENT REVI!RSAI_
Electrolyte: Copper Sulfate 187.5 g/I, Sulf,mc Acid 75 g/I
Panel
No.
Bath
Temp.
oC
32.2
32.2
32.2
Current
Density
A/it 2 A/din 2
30 3.23
_5 4.84
45 4.84
Specimen
Thickness
in. mm
0.023 0.584
0.024 0.610
0,030 0.762
0,032 0.813
0.027 0.686
0.025 0.635
0.099 2,515
Mechanical Properties
UIt. Strength
Kps, MN/m 2
18.2 125.5
21.7 149.6
2t.7 149.6
41.3 284.8
42.2 291.0
41.4 285.5
18,9 J 130.3
Yield Strength
Kpsi NM/m 2
9,9 68.3
8.5 586
8.9 61.4
19.7 135.8
20.1 138.6
20.4 140,7
10.0 69.0
Elongation
% in 2 in.
12
11
13
29
26
29
11
Panel
No.
PR-1
PR-2
PR3
PR-4
TABLE V
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ACID COPPER SULFATE DEPOSITS
ELECTROFORMED WIIH PERIODIC CURRENT REVERSAL
Electrolyte: Copper Sulfate 187.5 g/l., Sulfuric Acid 75 g,'l.
Current Specimen
Density Thickness UIt. Str.
Mechanical Properties
Yield Str.Periodic aa;h
Current Temp. Elongation
Cycle °C A/ft 2 A/dm in. mm Kpsi MNIm Kpsi MN/m % in 2 in.
8 sec. forward 32.2 30 3.23 0.031 0.787 35.1 242.0 12.4 85.5 36
4 sec. reverse 0.027 0.686 30.0 206.9 8.1 55.8 30
0.025 0.635 26.1 180.0 14.0 96.5 17
8 sec. forward 32.2 45 4.84 0.019 0.483 44.7 308.2 20.5 141.3 31
4 sec. reverse 0.019 0.483 55.1 379.9 25.6 176.5 31
0.017 0.432 44.2 304.8 19.2 132.4 30
8 sec. forward 32.2 60 6.46 0.036 0.914 40.6 279.9 16.7 115.1 36
4 sec. reverse 0.035 0.889 36. i 240.9 14.9 102.7 39
0.030 0.762 35.6 245.5 126 86.9 38
8 sec. forward 32.2 60 6.46 0086 2.184 37.5 258.6 17.3 ! 19.3 35
4 sec. reverse
For subsequent work in this program, the periodic reverse cycle was changed from a ratio of
2: I to 3:1 and 4:1 to reduce deposition time. The effects of this change were more severe on mech-
anical properties than expected. The grain structure was coarsened and lower mechanic:fl strength
_as obtained. Typical mechanical propertie_ for the longer cathodic periodic rexerse cycles :,re
shown in Table XIII.
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Microstructure of a thick copper electro-
4
-_ ._ ]_" (tepos_t from the acid sulfate electrolyte using
_, _ no Der Lodic current reversal. Note the fine
columr_ar gram m the imtial deposit layer.
The LJrdlr" structure quickly coarsens and
the structuralproperties. The deposit aver-
" . age thickness was about 2,515 mm 10099
D i inch)•
, . " ( j'_" ,
II Pane,3
_.,\. , • J, , • ]_ A _ Current Density: 4.84 A/din 2 145 A/ft 2 )
ilf Magnification 32X
Fig,=re (3. Microstructure ol'a Thick t:lcctrolornlcd Deposit lronl the Acid Sulfate Electrolyte Using
No Periodic ('urrent Rc_er_al
Microstructure of a thick copper electro-
deposit from the acid sulfate electrolyte using
periodic current reversal at a cycle of 8 seconds
forward plate and 4 seconds reverse plate. The
deposit has a thickness of (2.184 ram) 0.086
inch and containsa fine columnar grainstruc
ture, indicative of the good mechanical pro-
pertie£ obtained.
Panel PR-4
Current Density: 6.46A/dm: (60A/ft 2
Magnification 32X
Fi,zure 7..Microstructureofa-lhick I Icctrotormcd I)epo,,it from ti+c Acid Sulfatel.lcctrol,te U,,ing
Periodic ('urrent Re_er_,al
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D. INVLSTIGATION OF ELECTRODEPOSITED NICKEL FROM THE SUL[' AMATE
NICKEL ELECTROLYTE
A conventtonal nickel sulfamate elec:rolyte containing no additive,, other than a small amount
of nick,.q chloride was used in this study. The facility i., shown in Figure 8. The bath volume was
681 3 !ters t 180 gallons). This particular _,lu',ion had been in cLmtinuous semite tor a period of at
least si_': years. Nc ,_.-iiing agents :,re ever employed in tile electrolyte, and the _ol'..,tion is continu-
ous'v carbon treated with sulfur-free granukJr carbon and filtered _hro-°gh l l'} microm nominal poly-
p_:_!_ylene filtms. An open pumping system capable of flov.ing 5(_.£ liters _ 15 gallons) per minute
agai',st a rotating cathode {workpiece) surface is independent of the filtration system. Electrolyte
level !s maintained by automatic distilled water additions triggered by a pressure sensitive transducer
system mounted in the tank wall.
• G
Operating at temperatures ot 43.3 to 54 4°C ( 110 to I A) F ) :_nd current densit!es of 2.15
to 4._t0 A/dm 2 120 to 40 A/ft _ ). this bath is analyzed only once per month for chemical composi-
tion. No additie'as to correct nickel metal content have been necessary in the past five yc,,rs. Oc-
casionally, boric acid requires adjustment due to operation shut-downs when precipitation in the
filter chambers may occur. Aging Ihydrolysis of sulfamate to form nickel sulfate) is corrected by
electrolyte treatment with barium sulfamate to precipitate barium sulfate which is removed by {55
micron filters in a separate operation, lqlis need only be performed cmce every two years. The b:;r-
ium sulfamate treatment is also used to remove excessive sulfate drag-in lrom base metal acti_ation
treatments where cathodic treatment in sulfuric acid may be the final ,,tep.
Where possible, only sulfur depolarized nickel anodes are used. Frequent acidity iptt_ mea-
suremer'.ts are made (every three days of electroformingl to determine if electrolyte performaace is
normal. A slowly rising pH is indicative of good bath operation. No risr in ,nti or a pit drop indicates
that a complete analysis - particularly for nickel metal - should be performed.
Once a bath has been "'broken-in". there should be no problem in maintenance Titanmm
baskets housing anode slugs or chips must be kept full. 1he nickel ',,.tlfamate bath i_ probably the
simplest bath to maintain and control for nickel electroforming. Maintaining ,'.he chloride content at
a low level, as opposed to using no chloride, does not appear to afford any disadvantage other than
promoting some residual stress in the deposit. Even this is questionable, providing the chloride is
maintained sufficiently low tbelow 4.5 g/I. or 0.{_ oz/gallon _.
Test panels were eiectroformed over the range of current densities and electrolyte tempera-
tures considered normal for fabricating outer shells for regeneratively cooled thrust chambers. The
electrolyte analysis and operating conditions for the various panels are reported in Tab!e Vi. For
the electroforming conditions m, ed. Panel 4 represents material _lnch should have the higher residual
stress by virtue of the higher current density. The residt,al ,,Ires, was 4.g50 psi. tensile.
The mechanical property lest results indicate good structurai properties are obtained over a
_ide range of electrolyte temperature and current densitie._. A comparison of lest results from Panels
2 and 3 indicated improved mechanical strength with satisfactory ductility could be obtained at lower
electrolyte temperatures. Panels produced at comparabl,." elc_tr_l.vte temperatures, but differing cur-
ren_ densities disclosed improved mechanical propert:,e, at ltle h)_er current deqsi:.v. Figure '_ ,_hows
the typical fine coh,mnar grain structure found in high strength ni_'kel lr_m lhe _uifamate etectr:_lyte.
iTABLE VI
NICKEL SULFAMATE ELECTRODEPOSIT MECHANI(AL PROPERTIES
AND E LECTROLYTE OPERATING CONDITIONS
ElectrolyteChemirb_ry:
Nitre! Metal 9.28 oz/gal. (69.6 g/1.)
Nickel Chloride 0.48 oz/gal. (3.6 _/1.)
BoricAcid 4.50 oz/gal. (33.75 g/1.)
9H 4.0 to 4.4
Panel
No.
1
2
3
4*
Curreflt
Density
A/ft 2 A/din2
20 2.15
30 3.23
30 3.23
40 4.30
I
i
Electrolyte
Temp.
° C oF
51.7 125
50.6 123
43.3 110
44.4 112
Specimen
Thickness
i
in. mm
0.024 0.610
0.024 0.610
0.030 0.762
0.030 0.762
0.025 0.635
0.025 0.635
0.033 0.838
0.033 0.838
MechanicalProperties
K,psi
105.1
112.3
92.5
96.7
103.8
!12.6
97.7
94.6
UIt. Strength Yield
MN/m 2 Kpsi
724.7 73.6
774.3 77.9
637.8 61.5
666.7 53.3
715.7 70.5
776.4 75.2
673.6 61.4
652.3 64.8
Strength
Elongation
MN/m 2 %in 1 in.
507.5 15
537.1 14
424.0 16
408.9 17
486.1 12
520.7 14
423.4 10
446.8 11
*ResidualSire=: 4,850 psi(tensile)asdeterminedby spiral contractometer
All elongation values for tested nickel _pecimens are reported in percent elong,Jtion in a ov_e
inch gauge length. This is due to the size of the cylindrical specimens electroformed ?or these tests.
Each fiat test bar was approximately 177.8 mm (7 inches) long. No shielding was used to minimize
edge buildup. Use of file standard two inch gauge length resulted in a length of sufficient thickne_,
variation to provide results misleading as to the true ductility of the metal. An example of :l re,led
flat bar showing tt_e neck-do pen and angular shear line at failure is found in Figure 10.
E. EVALUATION OF CHANNEL FILLING COMPOUNDS
This investigation was conducted simultaneously with the bonding study discussed l,:cr, fl:_t
plates 6.35 mm (0.25 inch) thick OFHC copper and A:nzirc (a copper alloy containing up to 0.2 per-
cent by weighz zirc.3nium) were machined to produce coolant passages and connecting manifolds
similar to tho_e existing on actual regeneratively c'3o_,¢J thrust chamber liners.
Several commercially available waxes used as electropl:qing ,top-offs or as rcces_ filling com-
pounds were evaluated in the channels on the various test p:mels. It was Iound that Untchrome (ore-
pound 314 was easily applied by melting at 85°( . (I_5°F) and pouring it into the channcl_. The leg
plate had been pretaeated to the same temF:rature prior t() pouring the _ax. On c()o]ilag, lhc x_ax
was found to separate glightly from the side walls of the channels. Prior experience _v]th thT, x_j\
indicated such separation on shrinkage of the compound _ould result in pro-holes in the o_erl_Jng
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Panel 4 Magnification 50X
i J.4
Pa_lel 4 Ma_i,vf,cat.o_ lOOX
Figure t). l'vpical Fine (t_ltJIl_i_it-Cgraitlcd \ii_r, ,,Irti_t_ilc _,l Ili,_'il %tr_:la,.z'th " '.-l,. kcl S_dfamatc
I:lcclrodcpo_it,,
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Magnification 2X
A typical electroformed nickel tensile te_t bar showing iocalized neck down and ductile failure after testing.
Magnificat,oq 6X
The above photograoh illustrates the fracture su_fdc_ of a typic,_l electrofcrrr:ed nickel te_sile test bar after failure
in test. Although theelongat_on occurredovef alocalized reqkon, the fTact,=rc md_catedexcellent ductility
Figure 10. Typical Electroformcd Nickct l csl B_tr_ ..\ltcr I-,_durc m _,lcchanical Properly Tests
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electrodeposit along the channel side w=ii - aax interface. This compound also softens substantially
at temperatures of about 5! 7a('_ I--'5 °FI, malking it a high risk material for use in copper pyrophos-
phate ':lectrolytes or nickel _qilamate solutions operated ,it higher temperatures.
Rigidax Compound Wl Light Blue was next evaluated. This material has received publicity
as a ch:.:niiel filling compound by information re!eases through the electroforming trade literature.
The test plates were preheated to a temperature of about _5._,_(" 1150_F) on a hot plate. The
Rigidax Wl Light Blue was melted at 121. I°C (250 ° F) and poured into the cEz,.nnels. After cooling
to room temperature, the panels were placed under running _ater and scraped to remove excess w-_x.
The final wax finish was brought dimensionally in line with the ,ops of the bonding ribs of the plates
by scrubbing with a pad of "'Scotch-brite'" or by wet sanding with I(,0 to 220 grit papers.
Application of silver conductivizing powder to the waxed surface at room temperature proved
diMcult because it was necessary to burnish the material into the wax cotrgound to obtain adherence.
Figure 1 I. Warming die wax to temperatures of 48.9°C { 120 ° F) or higher made the condm.tivizing
and burnishing much easier due to wax softening. After cleaning and activating the panel surfaces.
electroforming of a copper or nicke! close-out layer was accomplished.
These panels were machined to provide a unilorm electroform thickness, the wax was re-
moved by melting and degreasing, and the panels were hydrostatically te,:ted to failure. Of the first
three copper electroformed panels, two leaked through the electrodeposit. A similar experience was
encountered with the nickel electroformed plates.
A new series of OFH(" copper and Amzirc plates containing coolant ch_,nnels were prepared.
After heating the plates, filling channels with Rigidax Wl Light Blue. and removing excess wax, the
entire plate was reheated with a hot air blower lsimilar to a hair drying gun _. Air bubbles were ob-
served to evolve from the wax subsurface. After the bubbles were dissipated, the wax surface was
reflowed to produce a sound material on which conducti_izing and electroforming could be conducted.
It was discovered=Hlat the hand labor required to burnish qlver powder in,_o the wax surface
could be reduced by simply heating the waxed part to exactly the melt point of ¢_5.6°C _ 150:F} in
an oven, followed by painting the silver onto the wax with a camel hair brush, Figure 12. At this
temperature the wax does not flow and is very receptive to the conductivizing powder.
This wax and conductivizing procedure worked very well in all electrolytes used on this pro_
gram with the exception of the copper pyrophosl hate solution operated at 54.4_C _130°Fl or higher.
At this temperature, the Rigidax WI Light Blue sol,.'ened and the severe agitation _ashed lhe _ilver
away in localized areas.
A new compound, Rigidax Wl liT i 1-2 "z Red, was evaluated. 1his material was applied t¢_
several panels in the _ame manner as the Rigidax Wl I_ight Blue. except lhe p:,rt preheat temperature
was 7_) to _)3a(" 1175 to 200°FJ. the melt point wa_ IOI .1:( _214-_F} and the pour temperature was
135 to 14t)°( (275 to 300aFl. This material was found to retain the conductivized layer t,nder the
severe environment imposed by the copper pyrophosphate electrolyle
2O
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F. SEI.i'CYION OF CONDUCTIVIZING MI.I)IUM
One conductivi/mg material was im.e,,l_eatedinthisproglam. ]'he malerlal xelcuted wa,,a
Ime silverpo,._der.I,ngeiha,dGG. The I11alcrt',tlinca'gyto apply, pro_idu, good electricaluondtlcl-
ivity, and is readily removed iq dilute nitric acid. Other material,, of simibr ,_ompositio|,. Ira,n/rag
powders, or fine .'opper poxvders should work cquatty _ell. Rert3:_al of other pogderx after reel!tug
channel fillers shouhl be iI:vc_tigated before use
G. INVESTIGA FION OF BONI)iNG OF ELECTROFORM'/i) COPPER TO OFHC COPPEr
AND AMZIRC LINERS
The plan to evaluate processes and procedures for clealli Ig and act!rating copper and copper
:'.lloys for bonding with electrodeposited copper and nickel required the use of a specially designed
test plate containing machined channels and c,)anecting manifolds similar to those in actual regener-
atively cooled thrust chamber liners. The elect rodeposited bomb; were to be evaluated by hydro-
statically pressurizing until the bonded joint failed and the electroformed _overplate bulged. These
test plates (baseplates! ,,_ere OFIIC copper rod Amzirc Figure 13 illustrates the panel design.
Prediction of the pressure required to tail a high integnly bond would require a knowledge
of the mechanicai properties of ti_c metals composing the bonded j-tint. The mechanical properties
of the electroformed metals comprising the coverplates have previously been determined. It was
necessary to determine the mechanical properties o! the OFlt(" copper and Amzirc baseplate stock.
Because of a crack flaw found in !he first Amzirc forging used Lo fabricate baseplates, a second torg-
ing ,,,as used :o complete this study. Any Amzirc panels ident fled as A-I through A-10 are from the
firs_ forging, while those identified as A-I 1 or higheL are from the second forging. Mechanical pro-
perty test results for each of the baseplate materials are shown in Table VII. The lower than expected
mechar_ical strength of the Amzirc in the first forging g'as beli,.'xed due to improper solution annealing
and age lardening.
A.II baseplates _ere degreaseu and alkaline scrub cleaned _ith a mixture of a fine pumice
scrubbing compound and a commermai detergent cleaner. Alcznox. All ba.seplate thickness dimen-
sions were recorded as references for machining .flier elcctrolormin_, to assure a known coverpl:.,re
_electrodcpositl thickness. The channels were filled with Rigldax Type Wl Eight Blue Corapount / as
previously described. The plates were preheated on a hot pla.e to 63.3 to _5.,',°C _140 tc; ! 50°F_
prior to wax pouring. After the wax was dre,_scd to provide the desired ._urface uniformity, the pan-
els were bright dipped for tee, seconds in a room temperaturt, solution of:
ASTM B281 Formulation
Sulfuric Acid. (,O_ Be'
Nitric Acid. 42 ° Be'
Water
Hydrochloric &cid. 20 _ Be'
('onceiit. _ _tion
60 to 7f) volume '.;
20 to 35 volume 5;-
5 to 10 volume ';_
'L94 g/l.
The panels were rinsed in distilled water after bright dipping. After drying. !he panels were coated
with sdver conductivizing powder ovm the _axed channels. This malerial wa_ manually burnished
into the _ax.
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Depth of channel cut to be 0.050 in.
Figure 13. Pl;t! Panel B;lscplalc Design
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TABLE VII
Mt..('llANICAL PROPERTIES OF OFIIC COPPER AND AMZIR(
BASEPLATE STOCK FOR FEAT TES-[ PANELS
OFHC Copper- Cold rolled,lightannealper ASTM 8-152, 0.636 mm 10.25 in.) thick
MechanicalProperties
UIt. Strength
' 1. 1
0 xygen i Kpsi MN/m:
Required 9995 min 0.000 ] 35.4 244.3
Actual 99.99 0.000 L
Amzirc- Forgedandsolutionannealedto commercialspecification
I
Chemistry t Copper
Yield Strength
Kpsi MN/m z
28.0 193.2 i
Elongatmn
%in2in.
47
Chemistry
Lot A Copper 99.75
Zirconium .25
Lot 8 CoplJer
Zirconium 99.79
.21
TestBar
Thickness
in. ptm
0.255 6.477
6.254 6.451
0.254 6.452
0.254 6.426
0.253 6.426
0.254 6.452
0.255!6.477
MechanicalProperties
UIt. Strength
Kpzi !MN/m 2
31.4 ! 216.5
32.1 221•3
32.0 _ 220.6
37 _: 255.8
4C.9 282.0
38.0 262.0
38.9 268.2
YieldStrength
i
Kpsi MN/m z
253 174.4
26.0 17Q.3
25.0 172.4
34_9 240.6
38.5 265.5
34.2 235.8
352 742.7
Elongation
%in2 in.
41
39
41
14
14
13
17
Tile first bonding procedure eva!uated was tile process used at Stanford University and
described by Pope [2], Table Vlll. OFHC copper baseplates C-I and C-2 were anodically treated
in phosphoric acid solution and cathodically cleaned in sulfuric acid in accordance with Pope's
recommendations• The panels were double rinsed in distilled water and placed in the acid copper
sulfate electrolyte with cathodic voltage applied. After a brief period of electroforming with direct
current at 6.46 A,'dm 2 (60 A/ft 2 ), periodic current reversal at the same current density was applied.
When the high current density activation treatment was applied ira phosphoric acid, there appeared
to be some disturbance of the silver conductivizing layer and the adjacent copper surfaces were some-
what smutty in appearance.
OFttC copper panels C-3 a'_d C-4 were prepared in a like mann':r, except that the anedic
treatment in phosphoric acid was performed at a current density of 2.69 A/dm 2 125 A ft2 ,_and the
time lengthened to 90 seconds in an effort to minimize disturbance of the silver conductwizing film.
The cathodic treatment in sulfuric acid was at the recommended current density, but the time was
increased to 120 seconds. These panels _:ere double rinsed and electroforming started at a current
density of 4.84 A/dm 2 (45 A,/ft 2 ) before application of periodic current rever_l at _.4_ A'dm 2
(60 A/ft 2 ). ]he copper sulfate electrolyte was maintained at 32.2_'C (90°F) for all electroforming.
The electrodeposited copper was expected to have mechanical properties sn.:ilar to those of Specimen
PR-4 in Table V.
Two Amzirc baseplates, A-I and A-2, were activated for bonding and electroformed exac,ly
in the manner as Panels C-3 and (-4.
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TABLE Viii
STANFORD UNIVI-.RSITY PRO(Iil)URt: FOR BONI)IN(;
ELECTROI)EPOSITEI) (OPPt! R TO OFtI(" (OPPI. R BASIS MI.[ALS_ 2
Precleanin9 Treatment of Copper Components
a. Vapor degreasein trichloroethylene
b. Alkaline clean copper parts in Enthon, No. 160 at 180 F (soak clean)
c. Water rinse
Electropolishing Treatment
a. Composition of bath and operating conditions
Phosphoric acid 65 percent by volume
Water 35 percent by volume
Temperature Room
Cathodes Copper
Current Oensity 150 amps/ft "_
TirJe 40 seconds
b. Wute rinse
Cathodic _.ctivation in Sulfuric Acid
a. Composition of bath and operat, _ conditions
Sulfuric acid, C.P. glade 20 percent by volume
Water 80 percent by volume
Temperatu:_ Room
Anodes Chemical lead
Current Density t00 amps/ft:
Time 15 seconds
b. Water rinse and inspect quickly for water break
c. Water rinse
Electroforming
a. Immerse in copper sulfate electrolyte composed of:
b.
Copper sulfate, tech. grade
Sulfuric acid, C.P. grade
Operating conditions
Temperature
Current Density
Agitation
Anodes
Fqtr.ztion
32 oz/gal
10 oz/gal
90:F
40 ampsJft'-
Cathode movement
Rolled annealed oval copper
Continuous with carbon treatment
To provide a bond evaluation comparison, a second method of bonding w:ls in_e.,,tigated.
ASTM recommended practice B 28 i-58 [7] wa_ modified to exclude any ,;olution,_ containing nitric:
acid which would attack the _ilver conductivizing layer. Oi-'1t( Pane_ ('-5 and Amzirc P;:nel A-3 _ere
solven; degreased, rinsed, and alkaline electrocleaned cathodically for 2 m;nutes at a current density
of 3.23 A/din 2 (30 A/ft 2 ) and anodicdly tot It) seconds at the same current density. The electro-
cleaning solution contained 37.5 g/I. (5 oz:gal) of an alkaline compound made up of 45 percent b'
weight sodium carbonate, 35 percent by weight trisodium phosphate, and 20 percent by weight
dium hydroxide. The solution temperature was maintained at (_0 to 71.1°('_ 140 to ]¢_0°F). The
baseplates were rinsed, dried, and waxed. The panels _'ere heated prior to conductivizing to provk_e
improved silver adherence to the blue wax. Base metal activation _as pr_vided by immersing the
panels i_ a ten percent by volume solution of sulfuric acid at room temperature lor three mit:u,¢._.
After double rinsing in distilled water. the paneb, _ere electroformed _ith copper in a like manner
as Panels C-3 and (-4.
i i I i
All of the above panels were machined to pro_,ide a uni form coverplate t elect roformed I th ick-
ness. The wax channel filling compound was removed by melting and ',olvent degreasing. Pressure
fit_!ng mot, nting holes were drilled in the panel_ and h xdr,_tatic prc,,_urizing to failure wa_ conducted.
Figure 14 i!lustrates the panel channel pattern prior to cl¢ctrolornllIIg, the panel fixtured lor pressure
testing, and a bulged coverplate after test•
The hydrostatic pressure at _hich joint fnlure Alld bulging occurred for each panel _,;,s
recorded. The tests were monitored by means ol : oustic emi,,sion equipment ll_ verify _ hen ladure
actually started and to analyze the emission chara, teri,,Ilc,, of the various material conlbination,,. Pro-
cedures used were as described in Ref. 8. The bond strength ,_I the electroformed c_werp!ale ,.nd
baseplate combinations was determined from the fvdl,!_i_:g lt_rmula:
A c
S=Px_
A r
Where: S represents the bond or joint strength. Kpsi
P is the hydrostatic pressure required to fail the bond or joint, Kpsi
A c is the area of the electrodeposited coverplate over the pressurized channels, in.:
A r is the area of the baseplate ribs to which the electroformed bond is made, in?
It should be noted that when low angle buckling or bulging of the coverplate occurs prior to joint
failure, the value for the term Ac will increase. For most electroformed copper coverplates in this
study, the increase m Ac from permanent deformation over the entire channel and manifold areas
varied from 10 to 20 percent. A value of 10 percent has been selected as a correction factor in order
to conservatively calculate bond strengths for copper electroformed panels.
Table IX presents the destructive test data used to determine bond strengths for the initial
groups of panels fabricated in the bonding process development effort. All of the bond sirengths
realized were below those expected in a high integrity bond. Figure 15 presents photomacrographs
of two typical bond failures from the above panels. Each panel appears to have failed at the bond
interface. No correlation of acoustic emission count and the materi,d combinations used in this
group of panels could be made. Since all bonds were weak, a high level of emissions were recorded.
To improve the electroformed copper bonds on Amzirc substrates, two new innovations were
applied. Prior to silvering the wax filled channels, the high current density anodic *,reatment in phos-
phoric acid was applied to improve the Amzir: or OFHC copper substrate surface. This treatment
could be lengthened in time to several minutes or repeated as necessary until a suitably bright smooth
surface was obtained. After this treatment, the panels were rinsed, dried, and brought to the wax
melt point temperature in an oven. Applying the silver powder to the warm wax surface promoted
better film adhesion which was found to withstand further anodic treatment in phosphoric acid at
high current density.
Amzirc Panels A-10, A-11. and A-I(_ were processed in this manner using the anodic treat-
ment in phosphoric acid before and after conductivizing Anodic treatment at I{_. 1A/din: _150 A ft:
did not degrade the conductivized layer on the wax. These panels were cathodically treated in ,.ul-
furic acid. double rinsed in distilled water, and electroformed under the same conditions as the pre-
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This section of the failed area of Panel C-3
shows some plastic deformation of the OFHC
copper bonding ribs. Some tearing of parent
metal in the failed ioints is evident, but the
failure appears to be in the same plane as the
electroformed bondline. This p_mel had the
best bond strength of all panels listed in Table
IX.
Magnification 4X
Panel C-3 Calculatud Bond Strength: 179 3 NM m z (20.8 Kpsi)
Panel C-5 exhibited very poor bond strength
as evident by the lack of any visible deforma-
tion of the bonding ribs or any signs of tearing
of the electroformed copper coverplate.
Magnification 4X
PJllel C 5 Calculat_d Bo,_d S;::,_qth: 97 9 MN m: (14.2 Kpsi)
Ilgur_' 15. I'ilo!,m_:_cr,._.,_'r:qfl:_ Illu,qratin_: Bonds of Inferior Integrity
3O
viouspanels.Destructivetestresultsfor thesepanelsareshownin TableX. Thebondstrength,_
wereexcellent.All failuresoccurredin theelectrolormedcopper_:overplatesa isevidentin Figure
10.
Althvughit waspossibleto producehighintegritybondso! electrolormedcopperonOFII(
copper and Amzirc. it was expected that the tes| panels with these combination_ would lail al hagiler
destructive test Fressures. It _sas concluded that since all copper-t_, . ,pper bond fad|ire,, o_curred
at tile ends of bonding ribs, stress concentrations existed due to the cro,,_-m,_nifold ,,_d lailqre in the
electroformed copper covel plate occurred. This may have in."_v, need the location of p,,nel li,ilt, res.
but it will be shown in Section Vi, Electroformin_ :,nd Tests. that the periodic current rever,,al cycle
e;nployed actually reduced the mechanical strength of the :-Iectroformed copper.
H. INVESTIGATION OF BONDING OF ELECTROFORXlED NICKEL TO OEtlf COPPER
AND AMZIRC LINERS
Similar studies were performed on OFH( and Amzirc baseplates using sulfamate nickel de-
posits as the coverplate material. Baseplate panels C-6 and A-4 were waxed and anodi_Aly treated in
phosphoric acid at a current density of 16.1 a A/din 2 _150 A/f| 2 ) for sufficient time to obtain bright
and clean metal surfaces. Silver conductivizing was performed with th,z Rigidax wax warm to zchicve
good film bonding. Activation for bonding was performed by dipping the panels in 3q percent by
volume sulfuric acid at room temperature for 3 minutes. This was foilo_ved by a double rinse in
distilled water, applying cathodic voltage to the panels, and immersing them in the nickel electrolyte.
Elect:oforming was performed at a current density of 3.23 A/dm 2 _30 A/ft 2 ) at a bath temperature
3f 47.8°C (! 18°F). A plating stop and restart was intentit_nally introdu_:ed on these panels.
Panels A- 17, A- 18. and A- 19 (A_zirc b_:sep!ates_ were submitted to the double anodic treat-
meat in 65 percent by volume phosphoric acid. One Of these treatments wa_ before waxing. The
siber was applied while the w-x was w_rm. After the secor4 anodic phosphoric acid treatment, the
panels were made cathodic in sulfuric acid, double rinsed, and electroformed at a nickel ,,ulfamate
bath temperature of 44.4°C t I 12°F) an-t a current density of 2.14 A/din 2 _20 A/f|: _
After machining the nickel electro, formed coverplate_ to a uniform thickness, the panels _ere
pressurized to failure. Results of testin5 f,':r zll n:,,.kel ele;tre!ormed panels arc shown in Table Xi
The bond strengths were excellent for both bonding processe_ used for preparing copper alloy for
nickel electroform bonds. The modified Stanford procedure with two anodic treatment cycles in
phosphoric acid is preferred si_oce the activated subs|rate can be maintained cathodic in going from
the subsequent sulfuric acid tre_:tment to the e!ectroforming bath. Figures 17 and 18 illustrate the
mode of failure of the high integrity Jnckel electroform bonds obtained in this study
i. SPECIAL TESTING FOR CRYOGENIC MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA
Samples of several electroformed flat panels representing acid copper sulfate t_without per-
iodic current rever_l) acid copper sulfate (with periodic current reversal) and copper pyrophosphate
deposits were submitted to NASA's Lewis Rese_trch ('enter top independent evalua:ion. Portions of
tilese panels underwent successful welding trials. Remaining portions were cryogenically tested at
liquid nitrogen and room temperatures to determine what changes would occur in mechanical pro-
perties. The test results are shown in Table Xii.
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Section from failed area of Parlel A ] 1 sbo ._,_L,
r_eck down of Amz_,'c borl(tirlg r_t)and faTIur_-
of the t.'lectroformec_ col)l)et coverl)late over a
second bonding rib Th_s ts indicative of a h_t]h
integrity bond.
Panel A-I I Magnification 4X
Panel A-11 Magnification 32X
Panel A-11 Magnification 32X
View of joint failure sh'_wing electroformed
bondline and tensile failure in electroformed
copper shell (coverpiate)
F_iled joint showing the electroformed bond-
line unbroken. Electroformed copper covar-
plate failed in shear.
Figure 16. lll_lstrations of tile Failure Mode in lligh Integrity l£1e,:trot'ormed Bot_ds
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Pan_l C-6 faded at a #ressureof 800 MN m 2
111.600 psi The baseplate material is)
OFHC copper and the coverplate is electro-
formd;.i _;,:kel THe use of P h:gh current (JepsTt,¢
onodic treatment of the copper baseplate in
phosphoric acid prior to conductivizing the
waxed ct;annels leads to a surfat ' ' .,ry amen-
abl_.tornakmg high integrity bonds Note
the uniformity of tensile neck down of the
bo_ding ribs before they failed.
Panel C-6 Magnification 4X
The adj_cer:t photomicrograph ;hows one of
the bondir, g rlos which 'ailed {n ,'dne_ C-6
on destructive, testmq 3-he borer! shows no
evidence of disturbance, Thas par;Acular
specime_ 'was preier_,n_;,all¥ _,tched to diqalay
grain strur;tu;e u-, The, rr-.D_er bonding ,_bs.
Panel C-6 Macjnification 37;,
I-'igure I 7 ] ypic,d Failures in ('opper- Copper Alloy Baseplatcs Bonded with Electroformed .Nickel
('overplatcs Usin_ a Modificatiol of the Stanford ' ''_ ,u,L, ASTM Recon3mended Proces_c_
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P+nel A 18 MJ.,qni ficdtlt v+ 4X
Pauel A 18 Maqn,ticatiorL 32X
+_
Panel A 17 Magnification 4X
Panel A 17 +ailed at ,_ nressure of 10,5.5
MN m: _15,300psi). Faiiureoccurred
in tim Amzirc [)on(++,ng r)bs.
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V. ELECTROFORMING SPECIFICATIONS
A. GENERAL
TIle following specil'ic:ttions represent detailed Proce,lures Jnd practices to be Iolh_ved _n
elcctroforming nickel and copper outer shclls on regenerati_elyc,_olcd thrust chamber liners. Adh-u-
ence to tilerecommellded proccs._e,,Jnd tcchniqLics _ilI aid in lhc clectrof¢_rming ¢_I"p,.,ducts _I high
structural integrity, reproducible mechanical properti,::¢,good thermal stability,and with high bond
reliability.
The first specification controls the manner in w, hich the copper or copper alloy chamber liner
(substratet is prepared for close-out of the coolant passages and :_t_ation of the surlac_'s for electro-
form bonding. The next three specifications govern the control and operation of the various eh:ctro-
forming solutions recommended for fabrication of the thrt,st chambe:- outer :shell. These specifications
include the mechanical property ranges which should be obtained from a properly controlled nickel
or copper electrolyte containing no grain refining additives. The final specification controls post-
elect,'oforming operations t,._ remove residual materials such as channel fillers and conductivizin_ media
after machining the electroR_rmed chamber shell to final dimensions.
These specifications can be modified or am_'nded as new knowledge or improved techniques
are acq,lired. They are primarily intended to provide a guide for products me:ring an acceptable
standard.
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B. SPECIFICATION FOR PREPARING COPPER AND COPPER ALLOY REGENERATIVELY
COOLED THRUST CHAMBER LINERS (INNER SHELLS) FOR ELECTROFORMING
I. Scope
This specification establishes the procedures to be followed iT_preparing copper and
copper alloy thrust chamber liners linner shells) for electroforming outer shells of copper
or nickel. The procedures include precleaning, fixturing, masking, deoxidizing, wax fill-
ing of coolant passages, conductivizing of wax surfaces, and activation of exposed metal
surfaces for clectroform bonding. Alternate techniques are provided to accommodate
various acceptable methods of cleaning and applying wax filling material. This is to
provide the electroform supplier some degree of latitude in fabrication based on the
facilities available and tI_e production f3ctors of part complexity, size, and quantity to be
produced.
. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS AND MATERIALS
SPECIFICATIONS
ASTM B28! Recommended Practice for Preparation of Copper
and Copper Base Alloys for Eiectroplating
MATERIALS
Trichlorethylene. Stabilized,
Degreasing Grade
Nitric Acid. &CS Reagent Grade
Sulfuric Acid, ACS Reagent Grade
Hydrochloric Acid, ACS Reagent Grade
Specification MIL-T-7003
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Phosphoric Acid, ACS Reagent Grade Commercial
Sodium Carbonate, Technical Grade Commercial
Sodium Phosphate, Technical Grade Commercial
Sodium Hydroxide, Technical Grade Commercial
Detergent Cleaning Compound, Alconox
Brand (or Equivalent)
AlcoJaox, Inc.
New York, NV 10003
Scrub Cleaning Compound.
Shipley No. I 1 (or Equivalent)
Thz Shipley Company
Newton, Mass. 02162
Vinyl Plastisol Masking
Compound, Unichrome 218X
(or Equivalent)
M&T Chemicals
Rahway, N.Y. 0J065
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2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS AND MATERIALS
MATERIALS (Continued)
Platers" "rape. Scotch Brand
No. 470 (or I!quivalent)
.,M Company
St.l'auI. Minn. 55110
Wax Stop-off Compound,
Unichrome Compound 3 14
(or Equivalent
M&T ('hen_icals
Railway, N.J. 070e,5
Channel Filling Compound,
Rigidax Tooling Compound Wl
Light Blue
M. Argueso Company
Mamaroneck. NY 10544
Channel Filling Compound,
Rigidax Tooling Compound WI
HI" I !-27 Red
M. Argueso Company
Mamarone_k, _Y 10544
Silver Conductivizing Powder.
Engelhard No. (;-3
Engelhard Industries
Newark, N.J. 07105
PVC Pipe Cement. "'Weld-cn'"
Brand (or Equivalent
lnuustrial Polychemical
Service.
(;ardena. Calif. 00247
PREPARATION FO,_ ELECTROFORMING PROCESS
DEGREASING CHAMBER LINER
Degreasing shall be accomplished to remove any oils or grea._s present from prior machin-
ing and handling operations A separate handling fixture - especially for large liners -
shall be designcd a_ad used which will allow free circuk, tion of the dcgreasing :ned,:, m'=r
all surfaces of the liner. This fixture shall be clean and frcc from any coatings susceptible
to attack by the solvent. The fixture shall be affixed in such manner that the liner is
protected from scratching or other damage during degreasing and transport. Any one of
the degreasing methods below may be used. A device such as that shown in Figure 19 is
recommended for large liners. Small liners may be placed vertically in a metal degreas-
ing basket.
3.1.1 VAPOR DEGREASING
Vapor degrcase the liner in hot trichloroethane _trichloroethylene or perchloroethylcne
arc acceptable substitutes_. The liner shall be suspended in the hot solvent vapors tmtil
it reaches the solvent temperature as noled b_ solvent ceasing to conden._ over the entire
surface of ihe part.
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Figure 19. Typical Liner Fixture for l)egreasing. Cleaning anti ilandling Operations
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3.1.2 COLD OR WARM SOLVENT i)EGREASING
Immerse tile liner m a tank ol cold or warm It ichlort_clhan_" Ior trichtoroeth_ lethe or
perchloroethylenelfor that tittle n;.'ce,,sar) to remo+ c all + i,;ible trace,, ol oil <)r grca,,e
Replace the cold or warm solvent as soon :is all oft color b¢_ll!'_ to occur It) preach! re-
contamination of subsequen fly degreased parts.
3.1.3 EMULSION CLEANING
Place the liner in a tank filled with an emulsion cleaning tormulation for the time and
teniperature recommended by tllesuppherolthecleaner, lhisshallbelollowed b_ a
thorough rinse with water to remove any cleaner drag-out re,,idue,,.
3.2 ALKALINE OR DETERGENT PRECLEAN
Either electrolytic alkaline or dt ,ergent scrub cleaning sl;AI be used to remove dirt ,,r
other foreign matter from the surface of the chamber liner. This shall be accomplished
prior to affixing the liner to the ele,:trol'orming fixture since i! is later necessary to ma_k
the inside surfaces of the liner.
3.2.1 ELECTROLYTIC ALKALINE CLEANING
The handling fixture used for degreasing is satisfactory l,,r tile alkaline cleaning operation
if it provides good electrical contact to tile chamber liner. Small parts can be electr_l_ ti-
tally cleaned in shallow baskets. Carbon _teet. titanmm, or stainless steel ma__ he u,;ed
as the fixture or basket construction material.
A recommended electrocleaner per ASTM B281 is made lror," _all_ mixed in the follo_lTL..,,
proportions:
Sodium Carbonate (Na: CO 3
Trisodium Phosphate (Na 3 PO4 "
12 ii., O _
Weight Percent *
40 Io 50
25 to 40
Sodium Hydroxide _NaOI! ) I0 to 25
Surface .Active Agent
(e.g.. Scxlium Lauryl Sulfate t
! approx.
*lngredienb adjusted to give 100 percent. This mixture is used in
a solution concentration of 30 to 45.'l14 to 6 oz._gal.l. Operating
temperature shall be 60 to 71°C I140 to 160°Fl. The_orkpiece
(chamber linerl is made the cathode and electrocleaned at 2.15 to
3.23 Amp/din 2 (20 to 30 Amp/lt 2 ) ofsurface area for 2 to 3
minutes. Tile part is then made anodic and cleaned for 5 to I0
second_ at tile _alne current densit__.
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Proprietarycommercial,:kctrocleaner._nla_beusedfor thisoperationprovidedthe
manufacturer'sdire,.uonsto: coppercleaningarecarelullyfollowed.
3.2.2 SCRUBCLEANING METHOI)
-File advantage _l tills technique is that no special fixturing is required to perform the
operation. The chamber liner shall i_c positioned on a vva_h table, taking care not to
damage or scratch the part. Adetergent powder such as A.'conox shall be mixed with an
equal part of a fine pumice s_,ubbing compound such as Shipley Scrub Cleaner No. I 1.
This mixture is wetted to formasoft paste. Usinga firm bristle brush/wire brushes not
permitted), apply the paste to the part and thoroughly scrub all surfaces. Rinse the
cleaned surfaces with running water or polar clca_ water ove4 the surfaces uatil all signs
of detergent and scntbbing compound are returned. Water should break evenly from all
surfaces after rinsing if proper cleaning has been perlormed.
The liner shall be oven dried at 100 to 121"C _21 2 to 250°F). An alternate method of
drying with pressurized clean dry nitrogen or oil free, filtered air is permitted.
3.3 THE ELECTROFORMING FIXTURE
This device ser_es to support the chamber liner, provides an electrical pathway from the
liner to the DC power supply, and imparts rotation to the workpiece to assure uniform
exposure of all electroformed surfaces to the anodes. A representative device is shown
schematically in Figure 20.
The fixture shall be coated to protect all surfaces in contact with the electroforming
solution. This coating shall extend onto the rotating shaft to a distance of at least 15 cm.
Iapproximately 6 inches_ above the electrolyte level.
Vinyl plastisol masking compounds provide the most satisfactor.v semi-permanent coat-
ings for the electroforming fixture due to the excellent chemical resistance of these
materials to alkaline or acid electrolytes over a wide temperature range. Unichrome
Compound 218Xi_arepresentativeexampleofsuch m_tcrial. The surface to be coated
shall be primed and the coating applied in accordaqce with tile manufacturer's directions.
The coating shall be trimmed away on surfaces making electrical conlact with the chamber
liner. These exposed surfaces shall bc completely clean of any clect:icall_ re,_istive film.
3.4 OXIDE REMOVAL FROM 11NER SURFACES
This operation shall only be performed when visible oxides or tarnish are present on the
exterior surfaces of the copper or copper alloy liner, it is normall} u,ed to restore a
chemically clean condition to the liner whet1 atmospheric oxidation or tarnish ha_ occur-
red due to a delay between precleaning and wax filling of the channel_.
Affix the liner to the masked electroforming fixture and immerse into a c-pper bright
dipping solution. The immersion time and solution temperature for lhi,, tq_eration shall
not be exceeded. Either of the following two solution_ ( operated a, dcscribcdl may be
used:
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Figure 20. A Representative Electroforming Fixture and Rotating System
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Conce_tration
ASTM B281 Formulation
Sulfuric Acid. 66 ° Be'
Nitric Acid. 42 ° Be'
Water
Hydrochloric Acid, 20 ° Be'
Temperature
Time
60 to 75 volume ';
20 to 35 volume ';
5 to 10 _olume '::
0.94 g/l ( I !8 ozigali
Room
5 to 10 seconds
Metal Finishing Guidebook Formulation
Sulfuric Acid 44 volume ?i
Nitric Acid 22 volume
Water 33 volume %
Hydroch!oric Acid 1 volume %
Temperature Room
Time 20 seconds maximum
Immediately dip the fixture with !,her into an acid neutralizing tank containing mildly
alkaline water at room temperature. This shall be followed by a soak in a clc'an, room
temperature water rinse tank.
3.5 CHANNEL FILLING AND LINER MASKING
The liner coolant passages shall be filled with a wax suitable for conduclivizing to close
out the channels during electroforming. The wax may be applied by dipping the liter in
a tank of molten wax. by pouring the wax onto tt_e liner exterior, or by pour casting
using a split mold placed around the liner. The wax employed shall have excellent bond-
ing capability to the side walls of the coola_t passages to prevent shrinkage separation
which leads to improper channel cross-sectional structure and porosity.
Rigidax Tooling Compound WI Light Blue _M. Argueso Company) shall be used to fill
the coolant passages. This material is suitable for exposure to electrolyte tempe:a:,_res
of 49°C (120°F) or lower for that period of time required to complete closure of the
coolant passages during electroforming. It maintains excellent adhesion at temperatures
required for nickel sulfamate, and coppe: sulfate electroforming. It shall not be used as
an interior or exterior liner surface maskant (stop-off) due to potential leaching of the
adhesive material from the wax.
For pyrophosphate copper electroforming, the recommended channel filling compound
is Rigidax Type WI HT 11-27 Red. The conductivizing mcdia will adhere better to this
compound than to the Type WI Light Blue under the severe conditions of agitation and
temperature required in the pyrophosphate electrolyte. INe of this material as a surface
maskant (stop-off) has not beeo evaluated.
l ....
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3.5.1 CHANNEL FILLING PROCEDURES
Fllefixtured hnershallbedrybeforeapp!_in!,anyssax t_,thcc_olantchanneb,, l)r_,iae
sh_,ll be accomplished as described under para. 3.2.2. Any ot the following techtmlt,e,
may be used to apply the Rigidax Tooling Compound WI Light Bluc or lit i 1-2 "_ Rcd
3.5.1.1 DIP METHOD
This is the least preferred method of wax application duc to the lac__ that wax viii coat
the fixture and surfaces of the liner where electroformir'.,g is n,at required. If not rem,_d.
the material may lose some of the adhesive qualitie_ through leaching b_ the electrolyte
during long electroforming periods. This is especially true for elcctroforming m the
copp¢r pyrophosphate solution.
If dipping must be used, the wax not essential to coolant passage closure i i.e.. all w',,x
subject to prolonged contact with the electrolytel shall be remmed. This is best ac-
complished by use of a hot knife and solvent wiping with trichloroethylene. The _ax i:,
appGed by immersing thc liner in a tank of the molten wax at approximately 121 :C
(250°F) and allowing the !:_rt to reach the temperature of the wax. The part is with-
drawn and allowed to air cool until no further wax run-off is observed. While still warm.
the part is again immersed for a shorter period of time to add wax to the first la_cr. This
process is repeated until the desired thickness is achieved. The coating shall be allowed
to cool to room temperature before trimming to final dimensions as described in para.
3.5._/.2. Inspection and lo_.alized repair of the waxed channels _,hall be made as noted in
para. 3.5. I .2.
3.5.1.2 POUR METHOD
The liner, mounted on the electroforming fixture, shall be placed in a horizontal position
on a cradle or mounted in a co,_,ve,_tional lathe to allow ,oration during the pouring
process. The liner exterior shall be heated to a temperalure of 60 to 72.5:C 1140 to
160°F) using heating lamps or a hot air dryer. The Rig,dax wax. previousl} heated t, nti!
melted, shall be poured over the external surface of the liner while rotating at a _erx
slow speed. Slow rotation shall be maintained while the wax is cooling. Once the wax
is cool. the rotation is stopped, and the wax inspected for adequate filling ot the channels
¢,and adjoining manifolds, where applicable}. The process is repeated as necessary to
build-up the wax coating. It is suggested that a plater's masking tape _such as Scotch
Brand No. 470, or equivalent) be applied to areas outside of the channel lor channel-
manifold areal to facilitate removal of excess Rigidax _hich may run out into these
regions.
The liner and wax is allowed to cool to room temperature before removing tile excess
channel filling material. A hot knile such as shown in Figure 21 ._hall be u_ed to remo_e
the excess wax. The blade ol this knife shall not have a sharp edge. It shall have a wax
trimming edge which is contoured to the outside radius of the chamber liner. The cor-
ners of the blade shall be rounded to prevent damage to the coolant land_ Irib_). Severed
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Figure 21. Remo_al of Excess ('l'ianncl Fillirig (c,mpound _ ilh a ttot-Knifc
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3.5.1
blades of differing radii ,,hall be used a_,necc._,Jt: d_._" b.; ._ar-.x.lng ",hal'c of the chaFnbu'r
liner. The blade is bent constructed of brans or a ,,()lt matcrla[ _hich wilt _t(+t -,cratcll the
liner surfaces.
The hot knif.: shall be stroked with moderate pre,_,,urc i:+ +t direction parallel t_ the cot+l-
aJlt Jallds of the line,. The knife shall not d'.+_+ll .it at+,+ sp,)l or+ the li+wr ,,race it in .>hi'+
desired tu m,:lt and remove execs> wax bs ,:otltrolled. h+cati]cd heat
After excess +ax is remoxed, lh¢ ,,efface of tt+¢ liner shall be lmi,,hed it) l+rox idc a +l++ot+th.
ContinuoUS sl.lrfa,,¢ Of wax and exposed liner metal to meet den_,,n dimensional ru_ltlirc-
ments. If possible a radius shall be maintained in the wax _urlac¢ ct_rresponding _._,ith
that of the liner exterior.
Wax finishing ,_l.:all be aceomp;ished by wet sanding with fine _rit papers. During thi_,
operation the wax shall be maintained in a hind state b_ rtl1'ltli_l,,z,ct)ltl water ¢)_er the
liner surface This will help remove abra+_ive p:Jrticles and wax during the sanding. _'ct
sand papers shall have a grit range of 160 to 220. the later being used for finish sanding.
The part may be rotated at low speed during sanding, provided a cold water flow is
maintained on the surface. ('are shall be taken It) prevent unnecessary removal ¢:! metal
from tile chatmel ribs as wax is sanded away. Localized spots of the wax remainin,, on
channel ribs shall be removed by careful scraping with the edge ()f a smooth piece el +
acrylic sheet such us Plexiglas la piece of hard rubber or Teflon will work equally ,._.ell _.
The liner surface shall be maintaiaed c_ol with cold tap ,+sater and cleaned h+,+scrubhin_
with a firm bristle brush and a detergent cleaner such as Alcon,+x. !)o not use pumice
cleaning compounds which may imbed m th.: wax. Inspect the liner st|rface under :+t
least 7X mag,gification for removal of wax from all surf+ace+,, requiring a,, electrol+ortn
bond. Do not solvent wipe with trichloroethylenc or other ,:i,Iormated sol'¢ctll:+ to to-
move traces of wax frc, m the channel or manifold areu,, ,,into these sokents will attack the
wax and adhesive ingredients.
The finished exterior surf+aces of the liner shall be m,,pected for >ubsurface air bubbles
in the wax which might open and caase pits or porosity during electrolorming, tteat
the liner s_rface to a temper.,ture of the melt point of +_5.5_C +150-_ FI in the c_+sc of
Rigidax Type WI Light Blue or i01°(" 12!4°F1 for Rigidax T_p¢ _A,'I tiT 11-27 Red.
This can be done by healing with a hot air dryer or piacine the li::er in a controlled
temperature oven. After the liner reaches thi_ temperature, i_lspect the wax surl:_ces
for bubble evolution. Repair any wax defects by melting wax on a spatula or hot knife
blade and flowing it over tile defect. Repeat tile scraping, sanding, arid cleaning >top>
aS rlt.'cesP:_lry to _J<Sb'FC ii z,ound Olll)t..'llSlOnaii} ak-_.t+id+*,. + ;v? '_t'd ,.,t|r|'ace.
.3 CASTING METHOD
The coolant clzannels ma_ be filled +'. casting Rigidax WI Light Blue ('t+mpout+d or
Rigidax WI Red Compound in a split n,old placed around the !iner+ The liner and mold
should be pr-e-heated to at least 65.5°C I | 50_f:l for the hght blue coral+outed or _)3 3:(
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1200°F) for the red c(,mpound prior to wax pt, taring. The mold ._hould bc coated will1 a
mold relea.-e compound or made trom a m._terial which will not adhere to the wax upon
cooling. Such materials shall be e_aluated indepeI:dently prior to use.
After casting and -'ooling. the v,a× filled chamiels should be finished to 'he required
surface dimensums of the liner as described u,_der the pour method _para. 3.5.1.2). In-
.,,pection of _ub-_urfacc porosity in the wax xhould bc made as previously described.
3.5.1.4 LINER MASKING PROCEDURE
The interior and exterior surfaces ol the liner not _ubject to electrodeposit coverage
shall be masked prior to anodic treatn,ent anl conductivizing. This step may be per-
formed prio, to filling the channels with wax only when the masking media will not
degrade when heated to the temperatures required to fill the coolant passages. The liner
stlall be removed from the electrolbrming (rotation) fixture prior to internal masking.
Any of a number of commercially available masking compounds are acceptabl- if they
are demonstrated t'.* resist attack from the electrolyte at the electroforming temperature
and can be removed without difficulty. Special caution shall be exercised in selection of
st_ch maskaets for use in hot copper pyrophosphate solutions due to the high electrolyte
agitation requirements and the possibility of maskant peeling. Plater's tape. such as
Scotch Brand No. 470 (or equivalent}, may be applied over surfaces to be masked.
followed by painting with a melted stop-off wax such as Unichrome 314 (or equivalent L
This system is limited to use with low electrolyte temperatures of 48.9°C ( 120 ° F ) or less.
A most satisfactory masking system _hich will withstand acid copper sulfate, nickel
_ulfarnate. and pyrophosphate copper at temperatures to 57°C (135°F) is the use of
poly'_ myl chh)ride pipe cement. The compound can be painted on clean metal surfaces
and allowed to cure at room tempv;ature over a 24 hour period. It can be removed _,y
peeling or lie Jting to 82°C ( 180 ° l: t or higher which shrinks the masking and breaks the
!Jim adhesion. For localized removal, the polyvinyl chloride film can be attacked by
metilylene chloride and scraped off with a plastic tool. Care shall be taken to protect
the areas filled with the channel filling compound during masking operations.
The line: shall he detergeqt scrub cleaued to remo_e any maskant particles or other
contamination and then remoun!ed on the electrolorming fixture {rotation _,haltL
3.6 ANODIC TREAI'MENTS IELECI'ROPOLISHI
The lincr _hall he aJnodically treated in a phosphoric acid solution to chemicali._ remmc
the chin cold worked layer on the surfaces to receive a bond during elcctroforming. This
aep qlall be pm Io_ reed prior '._ conducti_izing the wax filled passages in order to mini-
mize conductivizin,- media removal at the high curreat density required,
"rhe ,,_luti_,n to b': employed and operating conditions arc as follows:
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Phosphoric Acid. C.P. Grade
Water. Distilled
Temperature
Current Density Amp/din 2
Amp/f t:
Time. Minutes
Anode
Cat hodes
60 to 70 volume 9;
30 to, .40 volume ";
Room
15.1 to 17.2
140 to 1601
2 to 5
Chamber Liner
Copper
The liner shall be rotated and the anodic treatment bath shall be large enough to prevent
temperature changes in excess of 5.5°C (10°F) during the anodic trcatment.
The liner shall be thoroughly rinsed with clean cool or cold tap water and final rinsed in
distilled water. All exposed liner metallic surfaces shall be bright and clean when visually
inspected. Any areas not bright shall be examined for contamination at 7X magnification.
Recleaning shall be performed by detergent scrub cleaning and tiaorough double rinsing.
if inspection indicates contarnination. A uniform water break (water break tests) after
rinsing may be used as an aid in detecting contamination.
3.7 CONDUCflVIZING
The clean, dry liner mounted on the electroforming shaft shall be placed in a fixtt, re
suitable for rotation in the horizontal position. This area shall be protected as well as
possible from airborne contamination. The liner surfacc shall oe heated to 65.5°C
(150°F) when Rigidax WI Light Blue Compound is used to fill the channels or 101°C
_214°F) when the Rigidax Wl HT ! 1-27 Red Compound is employed in order to allow
the filler xutface to accept the conductivizing powder. This is best accomplished by
heating in an oven carefully co,:trolled by means of a thermocouple touching the liner
surface. When the required temperature (controlled to +- I.I°C or <± 2°F)) _s attained.
the temperature shall be held lor at least 45 minutes to assure t mt the entire chamber
liner is thermally stable.
R_.move the chamber liner from the oven and imme tiately start tile application of the
conductivizing powder to the waxed channels. Using a soft camel hair brush _or a similar
soft bristle bursh) the conductivizing powder shall be a_plied to the wax filled recesses
where electroforming of tile chamber shell will be made.
The conductivizing media shall be a fine silver powder such as Engelhard G-3. or equiva-
lent. Fine copp,.r powder c_n be used providing it can be demonstrated that loose powder
removal is achiev:d in the fir, at channel clean;_ig proccss after elcctroforming. Graphib:
powder is not recommended due to the difficulty of removal by chemical means without
jeopardizit+.g ch-".nnel dimensions.
After the '-onductivizing media is applied, the liner with waxed channels is allowed to
cool to room temperature. Using monofilament nylon gloves or polyethylene disposable
gloves, the silver shall be lightly hand rubbed to remove excess silver powder and produce
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a bright smooth conductive layer having good adherence to the wax. Additiol'ml con-
du,:tivizing powder shall be applied by brush and rubbed b._ gto_cd hand into the wax
as ,:c.edcd _atte7 reheating tile part and wax).
Excess conductivizing powder shall be brusiled off the _sax. I'iw liner ,,urlace shall be
detergent cleaned at room temperature using a _oft bru._h to remoxe the bulk of the re-
maining excess conductivizing media. A properly applied conductivizing layer will witl_-
stand this treatment. Rinse the conductivized liner in clean distiiled water at room
temperatu re.
3.8 ACTIVATION OF LINER SURFACES FOR ELE('IROFORMING
-lhe co,lductivized liner, attached to [i|_: elcctroforming fixture, shall be anemically treated
in a pho-_phoric acid solution and cathodically treated in a sulfuric acid solution to assure
no conductivizing media contaminates the liner surfaces to receive the bond of the elec-
troform shell.
The anodic treatment is performed in the same phosphoric acid solution used in para. 3.6.
All operating conditions are identical except that the time shall be 90 to ! 20 seconds.
The anodic treatment shall be followed by a room temperature clean water rinse to remove
all phosphoric acid drag-out.
The cathodic treatment shall be made in the following solution at the conditions specified"
Sulfuric Acid, C.P. Grade
Water
Temperature
An od es
Cathode
Time
Cathode Rotation
Current Den6t'y. Amp/din 2
_,mp/lt 2
20 to 30 vol. ?;
70 to 80 vol. ";_
R(lOlII
Chemical Lead
Chamber l.iner
15 to 60 seconds
6 to 12 rpm
10.8 to 12.9
_100 to 120)
For complex shaped liners, the chemical lead anodes shall be conformal to insure uniform
cathode current density.
A schematic diagram ot the activation process is shown in Figure 22.
A liner shall be immediately transferred to the first of two room temperature water rinses
for a period of 15 to 30 secGnd,. Rotate the part to assure thorough rinsing of interior
surfaces around the fixture. All sulfuric acid shall be removed.
Transfer the liner to the second water rinso which shall be room temperature distilled or
at least 500,000 ohm resistance demineralized water. During the transfer, inspect the
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Figure 22. Anodic Cleaning and Cathodic Activation for Electroform Bonding
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first rinse for a satisfactory water break _unit'orm water run-off). Also, inspect for com-
plete coverage of the condtlctivizing media as noted by visibility of the blue or red channel
wax. If iIot <:!tisl'actory. reclean and conductivizc until a ,,atislactor_ run-off is n,_!,,'d.
Rinse fi_! i0 Io 20 secollds in the di,qdlcd water.
Apply a low cathodic voltage to the liner ((_nly the negative lead to the rectifier is used:
the other lead being connected to the plating tank _:_lodes). Transfer quickly to the elec-
troly;.e keeping the current low [r,oughl_ fifty percent of that rewfired in the ¢le_,troforming
ol_eratlon). Start the rotation of the chamber liner. After 2 to 3 minutes, adjust the ccr-
rcl_t to the required ol'.¢rating level. This is to minimize high current density "burning" of
copper or copper allo_s near masked edge,+ upon entry into the electrolyte.
if periodic rcver,_ electroforming of copper is being employed, do not start the reversal
cycles until at least 20 minutes of l\)rward electrodeposition has occurred. Otherwise. re-
moval of conductivizing media (particularly, silver at high current densities) may occur.
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C° SPECIFICATION FOR NICKEL ELECTROFORMING OF OUTER SHELLS OF
REGENERATIVELY COOLED THRUST CHAMBERS FROM THE NICKEL SULf._IATE
ELECTROLYTE
!. SCOPE
This specification establishes tile procedures to be used in electroforming tile outer shells
of regeneratively cooled thrust chambers from nickel as deposited from tile nickel _d:a-
mate electrolyte. The nickel sulfamate electrolyte is particularly suited to electr_,forming
outer nickel shells on thrust chamber liners by virtue of tile excellent coml_inations of
mechanical strength and ductility possible with this electrolyte and the low deposit stress
levels that can be maintained. A fine fibrous columnar grain microstructure can be main-
tained which is indicative of high mechanical strength in deposits from this solution.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS AND MATERIALS
SPEC! FICATIONS
ASTM !]-503 Recommended Practice for Use of
Copper and Nickel Electroplating
Solutions tor Electroforming.
COMMERCIAL LITERATURE
Barrett Sulfamate Nickel Plating
Process. Type SN
Allied-Kelite Division The Richardson
Company Des Plaines, Illinois O0018
Sheet No. P-Ni-Sn. M&T
Sulfamate Nickel Plating
Process
M&T Chemic_!ls Int-.
Rahway, Ne,_ Jersey 07065
MAI'ERIALS
Nickel Sulfamate Concentrate,
Plating Grade
Commercial
Nickel Chloride
ACS Reagent Grade *
Commercial
Boric Acid
ACS Reagent Grade *
Commercial
Sulfamic Acid
ACS Reagent Grade *
Corn inertial
Nickel Carbonate
A('S Reagent Grade *
Commercial
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3.1
Carbon. Granular.
Plating (;rade. Sulfur Free
('ommercial
Suliur Depolarized Nickel
Anode Slugs or ('hips
Ct_mmercial
Electrolyte purification required if lower grade chemicals are used.
ELECTROFORMING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TAN KS
Nickel st'lfamate electroforming tanks shall be made from a non-reactive material such
as sulfur-free rubber, plastisol or plastic lined steel, fiberglass, glass, or polypropylene. The
tank shall be of sufficient size to allow at least an eight inch clearance between the anodes
and cathode (workpiece). Suitable clearance for heaters and recirculation pipes to the
pumping and filtering systems shall be available.
New tanks shall be leached with a two to four percent by weight solution of sulfamic acid
for at least twelve hours to remove organic materials which are harmful to the electrolyte.
A small amount of a wetting agent compatible with nickel sulfamate solution may be
added to the tank leaching solution. Al_,er removal of the leaching solution, the tank
shall be rinsed and drained.
A liquid level controlling device is recommended on ttte tank. This device may be made
to sound an alarm or automatically add distilled make-up water to maintain electrolyte
level.
3.2 TE_,IPERATURE CONTROLS AND HEATING EQUIPMENT
Heating equipment shall be capable of maintaining :m electrolyte temperature in the
range of 43.5 to 51.5°C (110 to 125°F). Temperature co_lti'ol c,tpabilit.x shall be within
± 1,7°C (-+3°F). Heaters shall be ctJmposed of Karbazc _team coils, quart," immersion
heaters, or nickel, Karbate, Pyrex, _'r Duriron external heat exchangers. St_lficient
electrolyte agitation shall be used to prevent locali/ed heating of the solution to 71 _("
( 16001 :) or higher which leads to h._ droly_is of the _tlll_m_atc ion into amnaonium and
sulfate ions.
Heater guards exposed to the electrolyte shall be plastisol coaled c_r of a material which
is compatible with the electrolyte.
3.3 AGITATION
Air agitation to circulate the electrolyte and dislodge h3 drogen bubble_ lrom the cathode
(workpiece) surface is not recommended Air agitatiozl ._uffer_ several disadvantages in
nickel sulfamate electroforming in that:
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a. Particulate matter at tile bottom of tile tank becomes agitated and may codeposit
with nickel at tile catllode.
b. Anode sludge in tile anode bags may be dislodged and lead to deposit roughness.
Air agitation is ineffective in providing electrolyte circulation in recesses _t tile
cathode (i.e.. the nozzle area on regeneratively cooled thrust chambers)
Rotation of tile cathode shall be used to ensure uniform exposure of all surfaces t,) the
anodes. Cathode rotation is not an effective means of electrolyte agitation since complex
cathode shapes will restdt in regions of differing peripheral velocities.
Forced pumping of tile electrolyte through spray nozzles shall be used as tile primary
method of electrolyte agitation. These sprays shall be oriented to impinge electrolyte
directly onto the cathode sllrface as shown in Figure 23. To assure effective removal of
hydrogen bubbles at the cathode surface, the s,_ed of cathode rotation shall be slow -
preferably in the range of five to ten revolutions per minute.
The area and shape of the chamber liner on which deposition is being performed shall
dictate the number and placement of electrolyte sprays. More than one pump and spray
system may be required on large cathodes. Open pumping Ino in-line filter) may be
employed if the electroforming facility is equipped with an independent filtering system
of adequate capacity.
if shielding is employed to locally control the deposition rate on the cathode, care shall
be exercised to prevent any obstruction to the spray impin'_'ement. Fieure _ _
The spray system materials of construction shall be it_ert to the nickel sulfanaate electro-
lyte. Metal spray heads are not recommended since they may react as bi-polar anodes and
lead to impurities in the deposit. Polyvinyl chloride piping and pipe caps are _uitahle. The
pipe caps shall be drilled or slotted to produce the desired electrolyte spray pattern.
Conventional air agitation piping may be used to provide general solution circulation in
the region of the heaters. The air used must be filtered and oil-free. It shall not directly
impinge on the anodes.
3.4 FILTRATION
The nickel sulfamate electrolyte shall be continuously filtered. The filtration rate shall
at least be cqui_'alent to one tank voltnne per hour - two volumes per hour is preferred.
The filter housing and filter material shall be compatible with nickel sull\_mate soltltion.
Cartridge filters shall be rated at 10 microns nominal or finer. Recommended filter cart-
ridge materials are Dynel and polypropylene. Since flew filters and filter cartridge, may
contain extractable substances, they shall be leached with a sulfamic acid solution for at
least "4 Ilours befo,'e using.
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Tile nickel sulfamate electrolyte shall be continuously filtered for at least 24 hours before
the start of electroforming operations. The inlet and outlet lines of tile tilter system shall
be on opposite sides of tile electroforming tank to assure optimum circulation and filtra-
tion of the entire electrolyte.
3.5 CURRENT SOURCE AND CONTROL
A standard D.C. plating , ?ply of 12 volts maximtnn rating is generally satisfactory.
Ripple should be held to 5 percent or under, it is also advisable to have a manual re-
start switch installed which will not allow the rectifier to atttomatically resume electro-
forming after a power failure. The 12 volt limit is necessary to prevent anodic attack on
titanium anode I'askets. if higher voltages are necessary the titanium anode baskets
should be protected by coating and making electrical contact to anode chips by means of
nickel rods inserted into the chips.
The current output for the voltage capacity of the power source should be greate, than
that required to achieve a current density of 3.24 Amp/din _ (30 Anlp/ft _ _ for the largest
parts to be electroformed.
In event of a power failure, the part being electroformed shall be removed from the nickel
sulfamate solution, rinsed, and reactivated for nickel to nickel bonding. This is performed
in separate anodic and cathodic treatments with an intermediate rinse:
a. Anodic Treatment
Sulfuric Acitl, C.P. Grade
Water
Temperature
Anode
Cathode
Time
Cathode R,,tation
Current Density _,Anodek Amp/din 2 _Amp;.'ft: j
20 to 30 Vol. ',-;
70 to 80 Vol. "
Room
Thrust Chamber
Chemical Lead
2 to 5 Minutes
2 to 12 rpm
5.4 to 10.8 (50 to I00)
NOTE: A 60 to 70 volume percent phosphoric acid st,lution may be used in place
of sulfuric acid. The anodic current density is i5.1 to 17.2 Amp..'dm 2 _140 to 160
Amp/ft 2 _and the bath is at room temperature. Do not anodically treat copper
and nickel in the same acid bath - use separate baths.
b. Rinse
Room temperature water I to remove anodic bath drag-out).
c. Cathodic Treatment
Use a separate sulfuric acid bath identical in composition to that for the anodic
treatmen;. The chamber liner shall be made cathodic at 10.8 to 12.q Amp din: (100 to
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.120Amp/ft 2). File part shall be rotaledat b to 12 rpm..\ftercathodicactivation.
the part shall be removed _ith cathodic voltage (2 xoltx mmin_unl) applied, alloged
to drain (m) longer than 30 seconds 1. and transferred into the nickel cI-'clroforming
s_,)ution.
NOTF: The power source Ior electrolorming shall ha_e the manual restart switch
depressed before hand so that no detay will occur in applying plating current t,, the
thrust chamber.
ANODES
Sulfur depolarized (SD) nickel chips shall be the only :mode materia! normally permitted.
Such anode material will dissolve satisfactorily at low levels of chloride in the electrolx tc
or when no chloride is present. Under special circum.stances rolled depolarized nickel
anodes may be used where conformal anodes are essential. When such are used, it is
necessary to have sufficient chloride present in the electrolyte to permit proper anodic
dissolution of the anode material. Since it is necessary to keep the nickel chloride con-
centration below 4.5g/110.6 oz/gal) to minimize residual stress in the deposits, the selec-
tion of any anode material other than sulfur depolarized should be cautiously considered.
All nickel anodes shall be bagged to prevent sludge from entering the electrolyte. Anode
bags shall be Dynel, polypropylene or cotton duck. All bags shall be leached for at least
24 hours in a fou" to five percent by weight solution of sulfamic acid prior to exposure
to the nickel sulfamate electrolyte.
A periodic check of the level of SD nickel chips in the titanium anode baskets should be
made. An examination of the chip level should be made at least every four days of de-
position opeiations. New chits -_imuld be added to bring anode material above the
electrolyte level.
5. ELECTROLYTE MAKE-UP
The new electrolyte should be prepared in a storage tank which has been carefully
leached and cleaned to assure removal of dirt, grease, and any _ther contaminants. A
four to five percent by weight solution of sulfamic acid or sulfuric acid may be used for
leaching if followed by a thorough water rinse.
The concentrate of nickel sulfamate is usuall_ supplied with a nickel metal content of
i 50 g/i (20 oz/gal). It also contains boric acid and may contain nickel cilioride - fie-
pending upon the sapplier. On this basis it is recommended that the foitowing procedure
be followed for each 378.5 liters t100 gallons) of elec!rolyte to be prepared:
a, Add 189.2 liters (50 gallon_) of distilled water to the clean storage tank. Add 18 t).2
liters (50 gallons) of nickel sulfamate (20 ounces per gallon of nickel tqctal) con-
centrate, if the concentrate contains 24 ounces per gallon ol nickel metal, add (ml._
157.4 liters (41.6 gallons) of concentrate
5O
b. Thoroughly mix the solution in tile storage tank. Perform a chemical analysis for
nickel metal, nickel chloride, and boric acid. The t,rocedure for analysis can be fotln0
in tile commercial hterature listed under para. 2 of this specification.
Adjust tile boric acid concentration after heating tile electrolyte to the operating
temperature range to be employed for clectroformmg. 1-he concentration of boric
acid shall be increased to 33.8 to 37.5 g,,114.5 to 5.0 o,,:gal._ for an electrolyte ten>
perature range of 43 to 40°(" _ I I0 to 120:1:_.
d, Addition of nickel chloride is not necessary when SI) ,licktl anodes are used. A
small amount may be added if desired or if use of r_.,!!ed depolarized is required.
In no case shall the concentration exceed 4.5 g '1 _0.6 oz,,gal I.
e_ The pH of the electrolyte shall be determined electrometrically and adjusted to the
range of 3.6 to 4.2. Lowering the pH is accomplisb.ed with suifamic acid. Raising
the pH requires addition of nickel carbonate. Nickel carbonate is difficult to dis-
solve in the electrolyte, it is best added to the filter cartridge and slowly dissolved by
circulation through a filter pump system. It can be added to the electrolyte in the
make-up tank by bagging and hanging the bag in the tank.
Some nickel sulfamate concentrates are sold as completely purified and ready for use.
it is advisable to still conduct a purification process to remove metallic and organic
contaminants prior to use. The staadard procedure of "'dummy" electrolysis using
corrugated cathodes should be used to remove metallic contaminants such as copper.
lead, and zinc. The recommended current density is 0.2 to 0.5 Amp/din 2 _2 to 5
Amp/ft ,. Solution agitation aids this operation. The amount of electrolysis is
usually based on five anapere hours per 378.5 liters I I00 gallons l of electrolyte.
Organic contamination removal shall be accomplished by carbon treatment in the
make-up tank. Raise the temperature of the electrolyte to 54 to OO°C _ 130 to 140 ° F _.
Add 1.4 to 2.3 kg 13 to 5 lbj of fresh sulfur-free activated carbon per 378.5 liters
I O0 galionsl of electrolyte and agitate for 3 to 4 hours. Adding 473 ml _ 1 pint _ of
30 percent hydrogen peroxide per 378.5 liters t 100 gal.) of electrolyte often aids in
removal of stubborn organics. Allow the solution to settle at least 4 hours or pre-
ferably overnight. Filter the electrolyte from the make-up tank into the electroform-
ing tank.
g° Re-check and adjust the p!! to the range of 3.6 to 4.2. "'Dummy" electrolysis will
usually increase the pH and adjustment is necessary with sulfamic acid.
h. Heat the electrolyte to the required operating range with circulation provided by the
filter pumps and the main circulation pump lor pumpsL Allow the soluti_m to cirt,-
late tl_rough the continuot, s carbon treating and filtration system for at least 24 hours
before electroforming.
The use of anti-pit agents (wetting agents l sho_dd he avoided if possible. Continuotis
carbon treatment be,,efits are lost if wetting agents are used. If wetting agents are
found necessary lhey shall be controlled to the recommended concentrations I_y
monitoring with a stalagomometer or with the technique of film holding capability of
wire rings. Such procedures are described in the literature.
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6. ELECTROLYTE OPERATING RANGE
Tile electrolyte shall be operated in tile following range of concel_tratit)ns;
grams; liter oz/gal
Nickel Ins metal) (_7.5 to 82,5 9 to I I
Boric Acid 33.7 to 39.8 4.5 to 5.3
Nickel Chloride 0 to 4.5 0 to 0.6
pit lelectrometric} 3.0 to 4.4
Temperature 43 ° to 54°(" 1 !0 ° to 130 °F
Cathode Current
Density 2.16 to 3.24 Amp/dm 2 20 to 30Amp/ft 2
7. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Mechanical properties of nickel sulfamate deposits shall be in tile following ranges:
Ultimate Strength
Yield Strength
Elongation. % in
1 inch
Residual Stress
(Tensi!e)
MN/m2 Kpsi
655.1 to 793.0 95 to 115
482.7 to 620.6 70 to 90
41.4 MN/r,I 2 max
10 minimum
0 Kpsi max
Adjustment of mechanical properties may be made using the guidelines of Table b.
ASTM B-503. If difficulty is encountered in obtaining the above mechanical properties
the elctrolyte may not be sufficient!y broken in or may contain metallic contaminants
requiring more elaborate purification treatment. Rapid break-in of an electrolyte is en-
hanced by electrolyzing the batl; at a high current de,.dty such a_ 4.32Amp din: ! 40
Amp/ft 2 ).
Speei;q purification treatments involve the removal of iron and chromiuni by high pH
treatment at 60_C (140°FL addition of hydrogen peroxide to oxidize the iron and re-
duce the chrome, cooling the electrolyte and filtering to remove precipitates. Detail_
may be found in the literature.
Residual stress shall be m_-asured by means of a spiral contractometer. Oixration ()I this
instrument is de_cril,ed in the Journal of Research, National Bureau of Standards.
February 1949. Ihgh stresses shah be avoided due to distortion of initial clectroformed
layers over ,:onducti_ized wax surfaces and tl'e adverse effect of tensile _tre_;s on the fatigue
life of the substrates on which deposit_ are bonded.
¢_I
8.2
8.3
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
VI%UAL INSPECTION
All hardware electroformed to tile requirements of this specificati_m shall be visually re-
spected to assure that:
a. Dimensional requirements are met.
b. Tile electroform contains no pits or voids which will remain after final machmin,-.
c. Tile surface is free of burrs cracks, blisters, or other obvious defects.
ELECTROLYTE ANALYSIS
The nickel sulfamate electrolyte shall be frequently a;_alyzed and records maintained to
demonstrate control of the process. As a minimum the following analytical schedule
will be followed:
a. New Solutions - Nickel metal in solution, nickel chloride, boric acid, and ptl shall
be determined at start-up of bath. pl! shall be checked daily. Nickel metal content
shall be checked weekly during the first month of operation.
b° Routine Analysis- Nickel metal in soh_tion, nickel chloride, boric acid. and pit
shall be determined monthly, pH shall be checked every third day and adjusted
as required. Failure of the pH to rise is indication of abnormal electrolyte behavior
and requies an analysis fo: vlickel metal, ddoridc, and boric acltl.
METALLU RGICAL TESTING
A specimen shall be electroformed from any new electrolyte to confirm mechanical
properties. This specimen shall be at least 0.o35 mm 10025 inch l thick. The specime,_
shall be electroformed under the conditions of electrol._ te temperatt,re, composition.
and current density conditions specified under Section _a of this specification. During
electroforming, the residual stress of the deposit shall be determined by means of the
spiral contractometer.
A separate specimm_ shall be electroformed concurrentl> with the deliverable electroformed
hardware. This specimen shall be subject to metallographic e,_aminatiop, of at least 100X
for grain structure, deposit cleanliness, and freedom from voids ,)r other imperfections
which might affect the service life of the delivered item This specimen shall also bc
subject to heat treatments or thermal cycling to assure that welds or or.her secondary
fabrication operations will not develop laminations, w_ids, cracking, or biisters.
Basis me.al surface activation for electroform bonding shall t-_. performed in exactly
tile same manner as that used for lhe chamber liner.
Tensile property _eril'ication specmlens shall be prm idcd if requested. Thcxc _hall be
produced immediately prior to the etectroforming of the deliverable i_ardwarc and
from the same electrolyte under ideutical electrolormmg contrails. Specific .q_ecimen
length atW thickness shall be as specified by the prt_ct:_in,_" agency.
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SPECIFICATION FOR COPPER ELECTROFORMING OF OUTER SHELLS OF
REGENERATIVELY COOLED THRUST CHAMBERS FROM THF COPPER
PYROPHOSPHATE ELECTROLYTE
I. SCOPE
This 5pecificatio,_ establishes tile procedures to be used in e!ectroforming the outer shells
of regeneratively cooled thrust chambers from col:per as deposit,:,,' from the copper
pyrophosphate electrolyte. The copper pyrophosphate solution is particularly suited to
electroforming aerospace structural hardware by virtue of the excellent combination of
ductility and mechanical strength possible in the deposits. The electrolyte has good
throwing po_er and leveling ability. The microstructure is typically coarse grained m
general appearance but composed of fine equiaxed _ubgrains. a factor contributing to the
excellent mechanical properties. Good ductility is retained at test temperatures to
325°C (617'F) and higher.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS AND MATERIALS
SPEC!FICATIONS
ASTM B-170 Oxygen-Free Electrolytic Copper Wire,
Bars, Billets and Cakes
COMMERCIAL LITERATURE
Sheet No. P-An-('-I {)-Xb Methods of Analysis )or the "'Unichrome'"
Copper Plating Solution M&T Chemicals. Inc.,
Rahway, New Jersey 07065
MATli RIALS
Amnlonmm ttydruxide
29 to 30';
ACS Reagent Grade Commercial
Potassium l)yrophosphate
Plating Grade Commercial
Copper Pyrophosphate
Plating Grade Commercial
Potassium ltydroxide
ACS Reagent Grade Commercial
!'3' rophosphoric Acid
Plating Grade Commercial
_3
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ELECTROFORMING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TANKS
The main electroforming tank shall be steel lined with rubber or polyvinyl chloride. A
polypropylene tank is acceptable. The tank shall be wide enough to allow a clearance
of 6 to 8 inches between the anodes and the cathode or workpiece being electroformed.
It shall be deep enough to allow at least 12 inches clearance between cathode and the
tank bottom. A 12 inch freeboard shall be provided between the electrolyte level and
the top of the tank to prevent excessive splash loss of electrolyte due to the vigorous
agitation required.
New tanks, or tanks converted from service with other electrolytes, sh_dl be _horoughly
leached by filling with a solution of 0.5 to I .0 outlces per gallon potassium hydroxide
for 24 hours. This shall be followed by a complete rinsing with clean water.
A spare tank for electrolyte preparation and purification is required. This tank must be
leached before use.
3.2 TEMPERATURE CONTROLS AND HEATING EQUIPMENT
A low thermal density heat exchanger or immersion heater is required. The heater shall
be stainless steel, nickel. Karbate, or quartz. If an immersion heater is used, the electro-
lyte circulation in the heater area must be sufficient to prevent localized overheating of
the solution to 60°C _ 146°F) or higher. This will lead to decomposition of the pyro-
phosphate into orthophosphate. Figure 24 illustrates the system employed to trainer,ion
heat a copper pyrophosphate bath. The air line ovtlet holes shall be sufficiently below
the heater to alloss air expansion to provide adequate agitation at the bottom of the
heater. A water filled heating jacket around the eteclroforming tank is recommended
for smaller installations. Figure 24 shows an example of the water jacket heating system.
A pump or mechanical stirring may be used to circulate the water in the jacket to pro-
vide unilorm temperature. A cover over the water jacket will minimize evaporation
losses and insulating foam or fiberglass around the outside will help retain heat.
The heating equipment shall have the capacity to maintain the electrolyte temperature
in the range of 48.0°C to 60°C _ 120 to 140°F). Temperature control shall be regulated
to 1.7°C (+-3°f-).
If immersion heaters are used. p, riodic maintenance must be exercised to remove baked-
on electrolyte salts res_Ating from splash and evaporation. Flaking of this residue contri-
butes to roughness :,_ the deposit.
3.3 AGITATION
Vigorous electrolyte at, itation shall be used in electroforming from the pyrophosphate
electrolyte. Oil-free air shall be used for this purpose. An oil-less low pressure blower-
type compressor may be used.
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Air capacity shall be at least 1.5 cubic feet per minute per square foot of ele,,tr,_l ....
surface (0.762 cc/sec/cm ? I. Air pressure shall be at least 1.45 mm of Hg t0.75 psik
The air outlet into the electrolyte shall be through a pipe manifolding arrangement where-
by the maximum electrolyte agitation occurs along the cathode _workpiece) surface.
Piping for the air agitation system shall be poly_,ropylene, rubber, or polyvinyl chloride.
A separate air agitation system may be used to provide general electrolyte circulation in
the tank and to agitate the electrolyte in the vicinity of immersion heaters, if present.
Supplementing the air agitation system with open pumping of the electrolyte directly
towards the cathode ¢workpiece) will improve the electrodeposit quality. Since most
thrust chamber liners will have a shape which converges at the nozzle, air agitation alone
is not sufficient to preven_ deposit roughness and severe brittleness. The forced flow of
electrolyte against any recessed surface is mandatory. Figure 25 shows a recommended
agitation arrangement for a chamber liner. Note that the liner is positioned with the
combustion chamber (small diameter) down in order to make most effective use of the
air to provide agitation at the cathode surface.
3.4 FILTRATION
Pyrophosphate electrolyte shall be continuously filtered to minimize roughness and
brittleness in the electrodeposits. Pyrophosphate electrolyte shall be fi!tered through
filter media with at least a rating of 3 microns nominal.
Filter construction materials shall be stainless steel, rubber, plastisol lined steel, or poly-
propylene. Alpha cellulose, "Solka-floc'" or "'Fiberbestos'" may be used as filter aids.
but will reduce the electrolyte flow.
Continuous carbon treatment is recommended. Intermittent carbon treatment shall be
used as a minimal requirement. Only sulfur-free carbon is permitted for this treatment.
The carbon shall be washed (if granuh, r carbon is used) to remove fines before being
bagged and placed in the carbon treating unit. Extra precautions shall be exercised to in-
sure that proper filters (3 micron nominal or less) are installed downstream from the
carbon treating unit to prevent carbon fines from ente,ing tile electrolyte.
"the filter area shall be sufficient to provide a no-load flow capacity of three tank volumes
per hour. New filter cartlidges shall be leached in pyrophosphate solution for at least 24
hours before use. Figure 26 shows a recommended filtering and carb¢,,_ treating system.
3.5 CURRENT SOURCE AND CONTROL
A standard DC plating supply of 6 volts r mum rating at required maximum current
rating is necessary. It is optional to use 1: ,dic reverse currel_t for pyrophosphate elec-
troforming. Both the DC power supply ahd the periodic reversing unit shall have current
capacities capable of furnishing up to 5.4 Amp/dm 2 t50 Amp/ft 2 ) as a cathode (work-
piece) current density. It is also an option to use periodic current interruption a', ;in al-
ternate to periodic reversal to minimize roughness in thick deposits.
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Figure 25. Combination Air and Ope:: r'unapmg System for Agitating the Pyrophosphate
Electrolyte when Electrofm ::ing Recessed Shapes
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1"he following anodic-cathodic timing ranges are suggested for periodic reversal and
periodic interruption:
Anodic ('ycle Cathodic ('yclc
Periodic Reversal
(Polarity of Cathode) 3 to 5 sec. 20 to 50 sec.
Current Off Current On
Periodic ! nterruption
Polarity of Cathodc_ 60 to 90 sec. 120 to 180 miq.
ANODES
Either oxygen-free high conductivity I OFtlC) or rolled phosphorized copper anodes are
required in the pyrophosphate "lectrolyte. Anode material shall meet the chemical re-
quirements of ASTM Specification B-! 70.
Use of anode bags is not permitted since they interfere with solution circulation around
the anodes and contribute to passive oxide layers and particulate generation.
Careful attention to anode area and proper anode corrosion shall be given. The anode
current density for electroforming shall be between 2.7 to 5.4 Amp'din2 _25 and 50
Amp/f t: ). if the current density is too low. a brown cuprous oxide film will form which
leads to .,,ode pa._;sivity and deposit roughness. Excessive anode current density results
in a black anode film and excessive tank voltage. Proper anode corrosion shall be verified
by an examination of an arbitrarily selected anode at least every three days of continuous
electrotorming operation. The anode shall show a light tan or ,-olorless fihn. A voltage
increase of 1.0 volt for any current density being employ'ed shall be cause to check for
proper anode urea and correction it" needed.
Each anode used in the pyrophosphatc electrolytc shall be totally submerged in the
clectrol_'te. Exposed anodes will collect salts from evaporated splashing and oxides from
atmospheric exposure. This contributes to roughness and poor ductility in the deposit_.
Titanium anode hooks shall be used to submerge the anodes.
5. ELECTROLYTE MAKE-UP
The pyrophospbat,, ele :trolyte shall be made from dD +salts or pre-purified solutions.
Using dry salts, a ne_ s ,lution shall be prepared as follows:
a° Fill a spare tank t_ about two-thirds of the required volume with wa_er (distilledL
Heat to 54.4°(" + 130+F+.
h. Add in order for each 100 gallons 137_.5 iitcrsl of electrolyte (_,tirring after each
additionl:
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C.
d.
e°
f.
g°
h°
I ) 4.536 kg t i0 IbJ of potassium pyrophosphate.
2J 127.! kg (280 lb) of copper pyrophosphatc.
Add to the above dissolved solution one pint of 30 to 35 l_ercent hydrogen peroxide
for each 100 gallons of electrolyte. This is to break down organic impurities.
Stir 30 minutes.
For each 378.5 liters (100 gallons) of solution, add 0.857 kg _2 to 3 pou_'ldsl of sull ur-
free activated _.arbon. Stir for 2 to 3 hours and allow the solution to settle for one
hour. Filter the electrolyte into the electroforming tank after checking tile filtered
product for solids tpass through standard filter paper and check the paper for solitb, I.
If solids are observed, improved filtration is required.
Add 1.89 liters (0.5 gallon) of 29 to 30 percent ammonium hydroxide for each 100
gallons of electrolyte and stir.
Hang the unbagged anodes in the tank and add distilled water to the required final
volume. Turn on the air agitation system.
Check the solution pH lacidity). If the pH is above 8.6. lower to 8.4 with pyro-
phosphoric acid. If it is belt w 8.2, raise with potassium hydr._xide to 8.4.
Perform a chemical analysis for copper metal content, pyrophosphate, orthophosphate
and ammonia in accordance with the document referenced under Se,,tion 2 of this
specification, or an equivalent analytical procedure. From the aoalysi_, adjust the
electrolyte composition as required to meet the operating range.
6. ELECTROLYTE OPERATING RANGE
The electrolyte shall be operated in the following range of concentrations:
grams/liter oz/gal
Copper (as metal J
Pyrophosphate-Copper Ratio
Ammonia as NH3
pH (electrometric)
Temperature
Cathode Current Density
Anode Current Density
24.75 to 28.50 3.3 to 3.8
7.4 to 8.0:1
1.12 to 1.87 0.15 to 0.25
8.2 to 8.6
48.t) to 57.2°C 120to 135°F
2.16 to 4.32 A:"dm-" 20 to 40 -_lt 2
2.7 to 5.4 A/dm: 25 to 50 A_ft:
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7. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
°
8.1
Mecha,ucal properties of pyrephosphatc dcpositx xhall bc in tile iollowing ranges:
tJltimatc Strength
Yield Strength
Elongation. "; m 2 inches
MN m-" Kp_i
2t,2.0 to 310.3 38 to 45
1-72.4 :o 20¢_.S 25 to 30
20 minimum*
* NOTE: I tigher plating temperatures favor increased ductility at some sacrifice of
electrolyte throwing power and efficiency. The elongation is otherwise a
function of the degree of filtration used to remove very fine particulate
matter from the electrolyte (and good agitationl.
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
VISUAL INSPECTION
All hardware eleclroformed to the requirements of this specification shaU be visually in-
spected to assure that:
a. Dimensional requirements are met.
b° The electroform contains no pits or voids which will remain after final external
machining.
c. The surface is free of burns, cracks, blisters, or other obvious defects.
8.2 ELECTROLYTE ANALYSIS
Thc pyrophosphate electrolyte shall be frequently analyzed and records maintained to
demonstrate control ol the proce.,,s..As a minimum, the following analytical schedule
will be followed:
a. New Solution_ Ammonia, copper, and pyrophosphate shall be determined
every, other day during the first week of operatio- pH shall
be checked twice daily.
b. Routine Analysis - Ammonia, copper, and pyrophosphate shall be determined
every fo_,r days. Additional ammonia checks shall be made
every second day of continuous operatioa, pH shall be checked
daily. Orthophospha'e shall be determined weekly.
8.3 METALLURGIC.gL TESTING
A separate specimen shall be electroformed concurrently with the deliverable electro-
formed hardware. "fhis specimen shall be subje,zt to metallographic examination at at
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least IOOX for grain structure, deposit cleanliness, and freedom from voids or other
imperfections which might affect the service life of the delivered item. This specimen is
also subject to heat treatments or thermal cycling to assure that welds or other secondary
fabrication operations will not develop laminations, voids, cracking, or blisters.
Basic metal surface activation for electroform bonding shall be performed in exactly the
same manner as that used for the chamber liner.
Tensile property verification spedmeos shall be provided if required. These ,_hall be pro-
duced immediately prior to the electroforming of the deliverable hardware and from the
same electrolyte under identical electroforming controls. Specific specimen lengths and
thickness shall be as specified by the procuring agency.
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E. SPECIFICATION FOR COPPER ELECTI_OFORMING OF OUTER SHELLS OF
REGENERATIVELY COOLED THRUST CHAMBERS FROM TIlE ACID COPPER
SULFATE ELECTROLYTE WITH PERIODIC CURRENT REVERSAL
1.0 SCOPE
This specification establishes the procedures to be used in eicctroformmg the outer shells
of regeneratisely cooled thrust chambers from copper as deposited from the acid copper
sulfate electrolyte using periodically reversed ct, rrent (PR I. The acid copper sui!ate
electrolyte with periodic or, trent reversal produces better and more uniform mechanical
properties than the conventional acid sulfate electrolyte dt;t to the controlled fine grain
structure which can be maintained constant through:3ut extremely thick electroforn,ing
operations.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCU,_EN'I'S AND MATERIALS
SPECIFICATIONS
ASTM B-i 70 Oxygen-Free Electrolytic Copper Wire. Bars.
Billets and Cakes
MATERIALS
Copper Sulfate
Plating Grade or
ACS Reagent Grade Commercial
Sulfuric Acid
ACS Reagent Grade Commerc!al
3.0 ELECTROFORMING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
3.1 TANKS
The clectroforming tank shall be pol.v;inyl chloride lined steel, rubber lined steel, or
polypropylene. The tank shall be of sufficient size to allow a {_ to 12 inch clearance
between anodes and the cathode _workpiece I. The bottom of the tank shall clear the
cathode by '.t least 12 inches to allow full electrolyte circulation and sufficient area for
sludge or other impurities to settle for withdrawal b.x the filter pump.
New tanks shall be leached for at least 24 hours using a solution of 5 percent by xolt,me
sulft, ric acid in water. This shall be followed by a thorough rinse. A representative tank
with support equipment is illustrated in Figure 27.
3.2 TEMPERATURE CONTROL AND HEATING EQUIPMENT
The plating tank shall be heated by coi!s, heat exchangers or immersion heaters :nade of
titanium, tantalum. Karbatc. or quartz. Vehere _mmersion heaters are used. provision
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Intake
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Figure 27. Representatise Acid Copper Sulfate Elev ...._fcrming Tank with Periodic
Current Revers_q Capability
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shall be made to adequa:el,v circulate tile electrol3 tc to p,e_ent o_erheating which could
lead to decomposition of the t_'nk lining or hez'ter ,,.uard co.:lting.
Theheatmgeqtupnlentshallbcc,lpableofmaintaininga tcmpe,-aturcof 2b.7to37.7°( `
180 to lO0°i -) and shall be capable o1 regulating _:he telnp_'ratLlre _.o 1. l:C [+_2°FI.
3.3 ELECI'ROLYTE AGITA[ION
Primary circulatioe, shall be provided I_,_ filter pumps. Air agitation, as provided by low
pressure air ble,ver systems which are oil-free arm filtered, is allowed. If air agitalion is
used. the air shall not impinge directl_ on the anodes or cathode. Clean. filtered nitrogen
may be used in place of air where available.
The air agitation shall be introduced through polyvinyl chlorid _ or polypropylene pip-
ing containing ctrilled outlet holes. Such piping shall be at least two inches off the
bottom of the tank so as not to force settled particulate tip against the workpiece being
electroformed.
3.4 FILTRATION
The eiectrolyte _hall be continuously filtered through a filter of i0 micron nominal rat-
ing or finer, l-il',cr aids are permitted providing they contain no cellalose type material.
The filter area a_d pump capacity shall be stlch that under a no loading condition the
system can circula.'e double the electrolyte v,a!ume every hour. All filter pumps and
housings sh:',!! be matte of materials suitable for '._sc in acid plating baths. All cartridge
type filters shall be lea,:hed in a 10 percent solution of sulfuric acid in water or a
container ,ff the acid sul!ate plating solution for at i?ast 24 hours before ask to remove
sizing conlpounds. ('artridec filters shall b_. poiyprop3lezle or Dynel material.
3.5 CARBON TREATMENT
All lw_v electroi.x tes _hall be carbon treated as later described ill this document. This
treatment shall be rel,eated at least once for evers" 10 days of accumulated op, ration
of the electrolyte. Peroxide treatment is permitted wt:en stubborn organic contamination
exists. This periodic treatment is not required if continuou> carboll treatment is
employed. Only sulfur-free carbon shall be used for carbon treatment.
3.6 CURREN'I- SOURCE AND CONTROL
A standard D.C. plating ._upply of 6 volts minimum rating at required maximum current
rating i_ uecessaD'. The I).C. power supl31y shall h,,_ve current capacity capable of furnish-
Jng tap to 5.4 A,.dm 2 _50 amp,,'ft z bas a cathode Iworkpiecet current density. Since
the sulfate ele,:trolyte is acidic ant[ will slo',:!v etch the surface ol copper when no current
is flowing, the power supply shall be equipped with a manual reset switch to protect the
catiaode from laminati,ms in e_ent of power failtHe.
The periodic rcsersine unit shall be capable ol providing the same dire, t current output
as the power supply. The unit shall be capable of providing the cathodelv, orkpiece_with
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4.0
anodiccyclesfrom 3 to 6 secondsandwith cathodiccyclesfrom 9 to 30secondsand
havefull timingcapabilitywithin theseranges.
ANODES
Only oxygen free high conductivity copper anodes conforlning to specificatiorl ASTM
B-170 are permitted for copper electroforming. These a11odes may be in the form of
ovals, slabs, or chips. All aJ_odes shall be cleaned before t_si_g. Such clc,,fi,ig shaJ! m-
elude a bright dip tc remove any copper oxide on the surface. This shall be followed b._
a thorough rinse in tap water and a final rinse with distilled water.
Only t_tanium anode hooks (or tita_iium anode baskets for chipsl shall be t_sed. Anode
hooks shall be long enough to operate the anode completely submerged, qhis is to mini-
mize anode waste. Anodes shall he bagged with polypropylenc or Dyn,q anode bags.
The bags shall be leached to remove siz!ng materials before use Isoaking in a 5 to 109;
solution of sulfuric acid in water or acid sulfate plating solution for 24 hours is
required.
5.0 ELECTROLYTE MAKE-UP
a° Fill a spare tank, of suitable material for exp_sure to acid electrolytes, with dis-
tilled water to a level representing two-thirds of the final required electrolyte
volume. This tank shall have been leached with a stdfuric acid solution prior to use.
b. Heat the distilled water to 60°C (140°F) and agitate with oil-free, filtered low
pressure air or nitrogen.
C. To the hot water, add the required a'nount of copper sulfate crystai_. This will
require approximately 0.907 Kg (2 Ib)of the pentahydrate copper sulfate per
gallon of final electrolyte volume.
d. If technical or plating grade copper sullate is used. a standard hydrogen peroxide
treatment shall be made to oxidize any iron present and to decompose stubborn
organic matter. The tank shall be kept a: temperature 60_C _140°F_ for at least
one hour with agitation to drive off residual hydrogen peroxide. One pint of 30
to 35% hydrogen peroxide per 100 gallons of electrolyte is sufficient for this
operation, if ACS grade copper sulfate is used. the peroxide treatment may be
omitted,
Add 1.36 to 2.27 Kg t3 to 5 lb)of st, lfur-free activated carbon per 100 gallons
of electrolyte. M_x for at least one hour. shut off the agitation, and allow the
solution to settle for at least four hours.
I'. Carc!ully lil_¢r the treated solution into the elcctroforhaing tank. using a filter
that has bccn pro-coated _itl: a ,aon-cellulose t_ pc filter aid. Check the efl]tlctlI
!or carbon or othe,- particulate b._ filtering throut_h a standard filtcr paper. Remo_e
and replace the filtcrs_n the filter pump after thi.sopcration. F!ushthc s._stcm with
clcaq water followed b3 d_stilled _ater.
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Turn on tile tank agitation and filter pump systems. Slowly add the required
amount of concentrated reagent giade sulfuric acid O0 to 75 grams/liter 18 to I0
o/.'gal) to ti'c electrolyte. CAUTION: tleat is generated and protective clothing
shall bc worn to l:,":vent injury from splashing.
Positiof _he bagged OFHC copper anodes in the electrolormmg tank. Adjust the
electrolyte temperature to 32.2°C (90°t:).
Sample the electrolyte and perform a chemical analysis to the operating range
specified in this document. Adjust the concentrations as required with properly
purified solutions.
6.0 ELECTROLYTE OPERATING RANGE
The acid copper sulfate electrob te shall contain no brighteners, leveling agents, or other
organic additives when used with periodic current reversal The following range of con-
centrations shall be maintained.
Copper Sulfate Pentahydzate
Sulfuric Acid (66°Bc , C.P.)
Grams/Liter Oz/Gal
195 to 240 26 to 32
60 to 75 8tol0
The foiiowlng operating ravages shall be used:
Temperature
Anode Current Density
Cathode Current Density
Periodic Reversal Cycle*
Cathodc-Anodic
('athodc-Cathodic
Ratio of Cathodic:Anodic
31.1 to 33.3°C
2.16 to 4.32 A/dm 2
4.32 to 5.4 A/din 2
3 to 4 sec
6 to 12 sec
2:1 to4:l
88 to 92°F
20 to 40 A/ft 2
40 to 50 A/ft:
*Periodic reversal shall not be used in the first twenty minutes of electrolorming where
bonding on a waxed and conductivized surface is involved. Decreasing the ratio of
cathodic to anodic improves tensile strength in the deposit.
7.0 MECHANICAL
Mechanical properties of acid copper sulfate deposits with periodic current reversal shall
be in the following ranges:
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iMN/m : Kpsi
Ultimate Strength 220.7 to 310.3 32 to 45
Yield S}rength 110.3 to 151.7 16 to 22
Elongation. _ in 2 inches 25 minima!m*
*Raising tt_e current density from 40 A l't 2 to 50 A'ft: lowers the ultimate strength
and increases the elongation value.
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIDNS
VISUAL INSPECTION
All hardware clectroformed to the requirements of this specification shall be visually
inspect-'d to assure that:
a. Dimensional requirements are met.
b. The electroform contains no pits or voids which will remain after final external
machining.
c. The surface is free of burns, cracks, blisters, or other obvious defects.
8.2 ELECTROLYTE ANALYSIS
The acid sulfate electrolyte sraali bc analyzed and records maintained to demonstrate
control of the process. As a ntinimum, the lollowing analytical schedule will be followed:
a. New Electrolyte Analyze for copper sulfate and sulfuric acid before using to
clectroform any deliverable hardware or tensile specimens.
b. In-Service
Electrolyte
Analyze for copper sulfate and sulfuric acid every two weeks
of continuo:'s operation or when significant voltage increases
occur for a specific electroforming current output from the
power source. Maintain records of all anz, lyses and an anode
area log (loss of anode area will cause a voltage increase for
a fixed current).
8.3 METALLURGICAL TESTING
A separate specimen shall be electroformed concurrently with the deliverable electro-
formed hardware. This specimen shall be subject to metallographic examination at least
IOOX for grain structure, deposit cleanliness, and freedom from voids or other imperfec-
tions which might affect the service life of the delivered item. It shall also be subject to
hardness tests. This specimen is also subject to heat treatmt,nts or thermal cycling to
assure that welds or other secondary fabrication operation; will not develop laminations.
voiJs, cracking, or blisters.
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Basic metal surface actwation for electroforin bonding shall I,e performed in exactly the
san:c manner as that used for the chamber linci.
T_'nsile property verificati_n specimens shall be provided if required. These shall bc
produced immediately prior to the clectroforming of the deliverable hard,'are an,l from
the same electrolyte under identical electroforming controls. Specific specimen lengths
and thickness shall be as specified by the procuring agency.
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F° SPECIFICATION FOR REMOVAL OF CHANNEL FILLING AND CONI)UCTIVIZING
MATERIAL FROM ELECTROFORMED REGENERATIVELY COOLED THRUST
CHAMBERS
1.0 SCOPE
This specification establishes procedures to be used to remove channel filling waxes and
conductivizing ,t, din prior to coolant manifold assembly operations o,1 the regenerativeiy
cooled thrust chamber.
2.0 APPLICABI E DOCUMENTS AND MATERIALS
SPECIFICATIONS None.
MATERIALS
Trichlorethylene. Stabilized,
Degreasing Grade
Specification MIL-T-7003
Methylene Chloride Commercial
Nitric Acid, ACS Reagent Grade Commercial
Sodium Carbonate. Technical
Grade
Commercial
Detergent Cleaning Compound.
Aiconox Brand (or Equivalent)
Alconox. Inc.
New York, NY 10003
3.0 PROCEDURES
3.1 OUTER SHELL MACHINING
The electroforming fixture shall be removed from the thrust chamber and replaced by
a stfitable fixture for final machining of the outer shell, it may be necessary to remove
liner interior masking by solvent wiping with trichlorethylene or methylene chloride to
remove wax. lacquer, or painted polyvinyl chloride coating in order to accurately fit
the machining fixture to the chamber liner. Channel and manifold filling compound
should not be removed until the machining operation is complete. This will prevent
metal chips from entering the channels. Any machining burrs present at channel
openings shall be removed.
3.2 CHANNEL FILLER REMOVAL
Piaters tape and other coatings which might bake onto the chamber interior surface at
12 I°C (250 ° F)exposure should be removed before channel wax removal.
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After _hc inachining operation, tile channel filler (wax) _hot, ld be visible at both mani-
fold m;ds of tile chanlber. Any machining coolants shall be lemo_ed by solvent _vil-;ing
before wax femoral. The chamber shall be placed in a vertical position on a shalh_w
tray and carefully placed in an oven controlled to a temperature not to exceed 12(,.5'("
_200'_!:). The d_amber will remain m the oven until tile chawlel wax has been ob,_cr',cd
to llo_v into the shallow tray. The time for this process will depend on tile oven heating
time and the complexity of the chamber design.
Remove the chamber from the oven and allow it to cool. If polyvinyl chloride masking
has been applied to tile chamber interior surface as a maskant, the oven heat will ha, e
caused it to shrink and peel from tile liner, it may now be removed.
The chamber shall be placed on a degreasing fixture, or in a degreasing basket, and
exposed to a vapor degreasing opelation with trichlorethylene ,_or perchlorethylene _.
The Rigidax W.I. Light Blue Compound used for channel filling is readily soluble in
trichlorethylene vapors at approximately 87°C ( 18q ° F). Soaking the chamber in cold
solvent will remove the filler wax but at a slower rate. Vapor degreasing should be
continued for at least 30 minutes after the chamber reaches tile solvent vapor tempera-
ture. Trichloroethane may be used ir_ place of other solvents.
it shall be verified that the channel passages ar_- open and clear by injecting clean room
temperature degreasing solvent into the channel ,venings and observing the flow
out of the outer openings. Any blue coloration of the solvent indicates a need for further
vapor degreasing.
3.3 REMOVAL OF CONDUCTIVIZING MEDIA
If silver powder is used to conductivize the channel filling wax. the removal is greatly
simplified. The <hamber is first delergent scrub cleaned with a mild compound such as
Alconox in water. After a thorough rinse in clean water, the chamber is quickly dipped
into a nitric acid solution with strict observance of the following conditions:
Nitric Acid, A(-S Reagent Grade
Distilled water
Temperature
Time
25% by vol.
75% by vol.
Room
15 to 30 seconds
Immediately withdraw the chamber and transfer into a room temperature clean water
rinse for 10 to 15 seconds. Transfer the chamber to an acid neutralizing solution of
mild alkalinity. Such a solution may be made by adding sodium carbonat _ to water
at a concentration of 3.7 to 7.5 g/i. (0.5 to 1.0 oz/galL
The chamber is then allowed to soak in clean tap water to remove the alkaline solution
followed by a final rinse in distilled or demineralized water.
If conductivizing media other than silver is used it will be necessary to develop and
demonstrate effective removal techniques which will assure that loose conductivizing
media will not later dislodge and contaminate or plug the orifices of the rocket engine
injector.
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3.4 FINAL CLEANING FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE
Any strains or discoloration on the copper or copper alloy surfaces may be mi_.imizcd
by scrub cleaning with a stiff bristle brush (no wire bristlesl. A detergent solution may be
made up by adding Alconox and fine scrubbing grade pumice powder to form a soft
paste with water. After scrubbing a thorough riv.se and flushing of the channels shall
be made with distilled cr demineralized water.
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VI. ELECTROFORMING AND TI-STS
A. GENERAL
lhe oh.iective of this pt)rlioll oI tile program ,.van to dctnon,;tratc that the 'q_ecilicat,m,, prt'-
viou,,ly dc_,elopcd +,,ere st,itahle for elcctrohmning copper and nickel outer _,l-.cll,, on rc_cncrativel_
co_+Icd thrust chamber liners tt, produce cm>i,_tently reliable l,t_nd,_ el the ,hell t<_ the copper all_y
inner _,hell lhe objective wa_ ,,Iso to verify that repeatable mechanical pr_q_crtic,, could be olqaincd
in the pickel or coppe r ctcctrodeposlt s, hich were equip:loll! to those expected in tltu" corresponding
annealed wrought metal.
The approach h, this task included the fabricaticm of ten Am/ire cylinders witl_ machined
coolant passages antl connecting manifolds similar to those in actual thrust chamber liners, f:igure 28.
l:i_c of these cylinders ,,,,ere electrofonned with nickel outer shells ar, d tested to destruction to verify
bond strength. Provision for obtaining tensile test strips from the ouler shells wa_, made. The re-
maining five cylinders were electroformed with copper outer .,,hells antl similarly tested.
B. AMZIRC CYLINDER FABRICATION AND PREPARATION
Each Amzirc cylinder forging was machined to produce two test cylinder liners. Centering
diameters were machined into the ends of each cylinder to provide accurate locations lbr machining
the final diameter of the Amzirc surface and for machining the final electrofotmed outer shell to
uniform thickness. The channels and manifolds were milled to ,.Io_,elx' controlled tolerances to assure
that each cylinder duplicated the others anti conformed to the dimensions of Figure 28. Each cylin-
dec was stamped with a code at one end t_ designate the numerical sequence of clectroforming and
the type of outer shell li.c., nickel or cc)pperl.
The liner cleaning and channel _ ax,L,-' procedures described in Section V. l-lcctroformmg
Specific:titres. were curelull3 lollowed, lhe wax filling operation is sho_n in Figure 2t). The cylin-
der being prcpared in lhis plh,togr,iph _ :t, !_r a "'spool" chamber fabricated for the low cycle thern_al
fatigue study program in progress at NASA's Lewis Research ('enter. ('leveland. Ohio. t-.ach cylinder
was lixtured bcl_een two Tefhm end plates with a threaded metal shaft through the center. The
shaft extension was mounted in a lathe chuck and rotated at a slow speed while Rigidax T xpe _,t,'l
Light Blue ('ompound_asmcltcd onto tt_e cylinder surface. The wax was allowed to cool while the
cylinder rotated.
The excess wax was removed using :, hot-knife as illus',rated in Figure 30. the hot-knife blade
temperature was co:trolled by a Variac and a themmcouplc with direct temperature reading in,tru-
mentation. In this work the hot-knife was heh! stationary and the chamber liner moved by hand.
Large liners wouhl be secured on rotation centers and the hot-knife moved.
The a,lX finishillg was acc_inplished I,y wet sanding with fil,e grit papers tinder rtmning water
to produce the liner surface shown in Fi,_'ure 31.
l'rior to condu_tivi/mg the wax-filled channels, it was necessar._ to chemically pa,,,,i_,al.e seu-
tions of the cylinder adjacen! to the channel test areas. The ob.j¢ct ol thi, operati_n wa_, t¢_ produce
cylinder length strips of the outcr ,hell aith n_, bond It) the Amz_rc c_ linder. -lhese area_ _ve_e to be
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saw-cut to afford strips for making tensile test specimens. Tile cylinders were masked :is shown m
Figure 32. Each cylinder was cathodically treated in a passivating solution as folk,ws:
Sodium Dichromate
Water
Temperature
Current Density
Time
Anodes
26 to 30 g/i.
Balance of Solution
48.9°C _120"F)
1.08 A;dm 2 _!0 A/f& I
60 to 90 seconds
Stainless Steel
After a double rinse to remove all chromate ion, tile masked cylinders were electroplated in
an acid copper sulfate electrolyte to obtain a non-bond deposit of copper approximately 0.0 ! 78 mm
(0.0007 in.) thick. Each cylinder was rinsed, the masking over the waxed channels removed, and all
surfaces scrubbed clean with a mild detergent and water. Prior to conductivizing the wax-filled chan-
nels, the exposed Amz]rc was anodic-,dly etched in 65 percent by volume phosphoric acid using a
current density of 16.14 A/dm 2 I i 50 A/f& ) for 90 to ! 20 seconds, or until the Amzirc surface
appeared uniformly bright. This pre-treatment appears to substantially remove the Beilby layer qzone
of disturbed or contaminated metal crystal structure).
Each cylinder was rinsed, allowed to drain, and placed in a circt-;,ttlng air oven to bring the
channel-filling compound to the melt point. After a thermal stabilization period, the cylinders were
removed from the oven and conductivized with silver powder. The powder was brushed onto the
warm wax surface and allowed to cool. The silver was lightly hand rubbed _using disposable plastic
gloves) as shown in Figure 33. in this photograph, the NASA spool chamber was used as the example.
The bright, short cylindrical portion with no channels is a separate tc_t specimen of Amzirc.
C. ELECTROFORMING OF OUTER SHELLS
All conductivized cylinders were activated for bondi1_g by the m,_dified Stanlord University
recommended process using anodic treatment in phosphoric acid followed by cathodic reduction in
_ulfuric acid. Cylinders required to have a copper uuter shell were double rinsed and transferred with
applied cathodic voltage to the acid copper sulfate tank. After twenty minutes of convt:ntional
plating, periodic current reversal was applied until a shell thicknes: of about ! .52 mm t0.060 in. _or
greater was achieved. The electroforming was performed at a current density of 4.84 A.dm:
(45 A/ft 2 )and a bath temperature of 32.2°C (90_F). The periodi_ current reversa! cycle ratio was
maintained between 4:1 and 3:1 lcathodic to anodic ratto).
The five nickel electroformed cylinders were produced in a low chloride nickel sulfamate
bath operated at 44.4°C _I 12°F) and a current density of 2. i 5 A dm _ !20 ,_ ft_ _- The shells were
electroformed to a thickness of I .27 mrn t0.050 in.) or greater. All cylinders, except those to be
welded, (see Section D below), were machined to a uniform shell lhickness. The two welded cylin-
ders were machined after wehling to remove surfa_.-e irregalarities from the girth weld and provide a
uniform shell thickness for pressure testing. After final machining, the channel filling compound w'as
removed and the passages flushed with a solvent. The wax was removed prior to x_elding on the
special two cylinders. Figure 34 iaustrates t._pical cylinders aft_'r machining and prior to destructive
testing.
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.--. , I-,tFigure "_ Amzirc ('._ linder Ma_.,_t, for Pa_ixJlin,g to Prcxenl I lcctroform Bonding _.Vheru
Tensile 1e_l Strips are to t_e ()lqained
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Figme 34. Typical Amzirc ('ylinders with Electrolorlned Outer Shells after Machining
and Prior to Destructive Testing
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D. TIG WELDING
One cylinder with a nickel shell, Cylinder N-3, and one with a copper shell. Cylinder ('-5,
were TIG welded to determine the effect of severe thermal exposure on tile shell-liner bond integrity.
Both cylinders perfornled well in the welding operation with respect to mimmal outgassing anti good
metal melting. However, in attempting to achieve metal flow temperatures on the copper shell
cylinder, an excessive melt area was produced which damaged one of the two test patterns. All welds
were around the middle of each cylinder.
E. HOLOGRAPHIC TEST RESULTS
Unwelded Cylinders N-I and C-1 were holographically inspected to determine the general
bond integrity prior to high pressure testing to failure. Again, procedures as described in Ref. 8 were
used. Gaseous nitrogen was used as the pressurizing media for all holographic work. The holograms
for Cylinders N-1 and C-I indicated high integrity bonds by virtue of the straight and firm bands
visible over the channel areas. The holograms are shown in Figure 35.
The holograms were produced by photographically exposing the test area with no pressuri-
zation and superimposing a second photographic image on the original after pressurization. Finite
movement of the electroformed shell causes light interference patterns. The shape and intensity of
these patterns is related to the pressure applied, the configuration of the test area, and the integrity
of the bonded joint.
When Cylinder N-I was pressure tested to determine the nickel shell bond strength, leakage
was detected in the two test patterns. This was initiated at pressures of 41.4 MN/m 2 (6.0 KpsiJ in
Test Area A and 34.5 MN/m 2 (5.0 Kpsi) in Test Area B. Pressurization was continued to 86.2 MN/m _
(12.5 Kpsi) in Area A and 93.1 MN/m2(I3.5 Kpsi} in Area B. At these pressures leakage was severe
and it was suspected that joint failures may have occurred.
Cylinder N-I was repaired by vibratory peening, to close the leakage pin-holes, and plating
0.127 mm (0.005 in.) of nickel over the electloformed cu:er _!_ell. Holographic inspection of the
repaired cylinder, Figure 36, disclosed all bonds were unfa.!ed. The bands formed by the reflected
light in the holograms tend to be pointed at the emls of some bonding ribs (Area A ) or show shadows
in the channels {Area B). Both conditions are indicative of severe joirlt strain. A failed joint would
show light bands running across the bonding rib. From this information it was correctly concluded
that the test cylinder should be retested to a higher pressure where joint failure would occur.
The two welded cylinders were holographically inspected to determine if any bond degrada-
tion had occurred as a result of the severe thermal exposure. The holograms shown Jn Figure 37
reveal no abnormalities in the bonded joints after welding.
F. DESTRUCTIVE TESTING
All of the Amzirc test cylinders were fabricated to accommodate pressure fitting attachment
to the inside surface. This permitted the us_ of external restraining blocks to prevent buckling of the
electroformed outer shells over the 9.52 mln (0.375 m.) diameter tapped holes into which _ere
screwed the pressure fittings. Figure 38 illustrates the fixturing used for high pressure testing. All
destructive testing was performed under the surveillance of Quality Engineering personnel.
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Pressu re :
3.45 MN/m 2
(500 psi)
Cylinder C-1 Area A Cylinder C-1 Area B
Pressure:
6.90 MN/m 2
( 1000 psi)
Cylinder N-1 AreaA CylinderN-1 AreaB
Holograms indicate high integrity bonds exist as denoted by the straight and firm bands of light reflected
over the channel patterns.
Figure 35. ltolograms for Test Cylinders N-I and C-1 Prior to Destructive Testing
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Holo_jram of Test Area A after exposure of the channels to a
hydrostatic pr_;ssure of 86.2 MN/m2 (12.5 Kpsi). A constraining
fixture was applied over each end of the cylinder to prevent
buckling over tile large diameter threaded holes housing the pres-
sure fittings. These fixtures were placed so as to afford nore-
stramt of the cross-manifolds connecting the test area channels.
The pressure applied to obtain the hologram was 6.9 MN/m2
(1 Kpsi). The "pointed" light bands in the test pattern indicate
severe deformation of at least one member of the bonded joint.
No joint failure is evident.
Cylinder N-1
Test Area A
Hologram of Test Area B after exposure of the channels to a
hydrostatic pressure of 93.1 MN/m2(13.5Kpsi). The fixtures
used to constrain buckling of the outer shell over the pressure
fitting holes were located to also constrain deformation of the
cross-manifolds connecting the individual test channels. The use of
these fixtures was restricted to the high pressure testing. They
were not used in the holography investigation. The pressureap-
plied to obtain the hologram was 6.9MN/m 2(1 Kpsi). The hologram
bands are not as pointed as was noted in Test Area A (probably
due to the manifold constraining fixtures). However, the shadows
in some channels indicate a severe strain has occurred in some
joints, particularly at the second and third bonding ribs (from the
left of the test pattern).
Cylinder N-1
Test Area B
Figure 3f_. I lo!o;i'_l_z_ Irc,m ('ylindcr N-] l/._cd to l)ctcrmmo Bonded Joint |)ogr,icl,ttioil
oil {or 1ligl, i_t-c_,>tirc lZxpo.sure
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Pressure:
5.17 MNim2
(0.75 Kpsi)
Cylinder N-3 Cylinder N-3
Test Area A Test Area B
The above holograms were from Cylinder N-3 containing an electroformed nickel outer shell. A TIG weld
was made around the middle of the cylinder. No evidence of electroform bond degradation was noted.
This investigatio_ was made prior to high pressure testing of the cylinder.
The adjacent hologram shows the TIG weld on Cylinder C-5 which con-
tained an electroformed copper outer shell. The weld is identified as a
black line at the middle left of the hologram. The weld _svisible only
due to the circumstance that a recess was left at this area of the weld from
metal flow when the copper melt occurred. The pressure applied to make
the hologram was 5.17 MN/m 2 (0.75 Kpsi). No bond degradation is evident
from the welding operation.
Cylinder C 5
Test Area B
Figure 37. Holograms from TIG Welded Test Cylinders
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IThe pressurization system contained a positive displacemel_t pump and regukitors Io achieve
the high hydrostatic presst|rcs required alltl to maintain reliable prcsst,re control ,\u ,_ttcnlpi was
ill_clc to ebtain acotislic elnission on each cylinder test section during deslructiv¢ lcsting. Presstilc
was increased in 3.45 MN:ill: 10.5 Kpsi} illcremcnts and acoustic einissien counls recorded for each
increment. It was fotind that accurate emission count could not bc obtained due to extcrnat noise
and vibrations generated by the positive displacement pump. Acoustic monitoring wa_ c(mtiilucd
using thc audio output .,'ystcm, since this afforded ,l reliable indication of when cylinder failure
occurred.
Figure 39 shows a typical tailure in nickel electroformed outer shells. [lie bulge is shallow due
to the high buckling strengtil of the electroformed nickel, Invariably, failure of the nickel shell and
Amzirc liner joints occurred away from the ends of the bonding ribs. Figure 40 depicts a typical fail-
tire of the cylinders electroformed with copper to produce the outer shell. All failures occurred at, or
heal the ends of the bonding ribs, except in one case when the restraining blocks were located to in-
hibit failure at this location and in another instance when the cylinder had been TIG welded. The
presence of minor bulging (buckling) can be seen over the entire channel and cross-manifold area of
the cylinder shown in Figure 40. This was also observed on all destructively tested cylinders with
copper outer shells.
The preference of the copper electroformed cylinders to fail at bonding rib ends is possibly
related to simultaneous buckling l bulging) in both the channels and the cross-manifolds. This con-
tributes to high stress concentrations at the rib ends where failures appear to start. This was not
observed in the nickel electroformed cylinders where buckling strength of the electrodeposits over
the channels was in excess of the hydrostatic loading required to fail the bonding ribs. Since buckling
of the nickel shells could not occur, except on the TIG welded cylinder, the hydrostatic pressure
loading was more uniformly distributed over all bonding ribs. This l_robably contributed to the ran-
dora location of failures along the bonding ribs of these cylinders.
G. MECHANICAL PROPERTY DETERMINATIONS
it was expected that high inte_ity bonds would be obtained in all of the electroformcd cylin-
ders, a,ld destructive testing would result in failures occurring in the weaker of the two metals com-
prising the bonded joints. On this basis the calculated bond strengths to be determined from the
hydrostatic pressures required to fail the cylinders would be expected to bc in close agreement with
the tensile strength of the weaker metal involved in the bond.
Mechanical property test strips representing the electrodeposited outer shell were cut from the
regions of the cylinders which had been passivated to prevent bonding. Figure 41 shows a typical
nickel elcctroformed cylinder with the two mechanical property test strips rcmoved. Difficulty was
experienced in the removal of these test strips from one nickel shell cylinder, and three of the copper
shell cylinders. This was due to localized bonding and indicated that the passivation treatment may
have been for too short a period. Where localized bonding occurred, the strips were generally de-
formed, scratched, or contained small areas where metal was torn away during removal from the
Amzirc liners.
Full length specimens were cut from three randomly selected Anaxirc cylinder forgings after
lhc outer shell mechanical property test strips had been removed. These were surface grotmd, using
a grinding coolant, to produce flat tensile test hats.
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Figure 40. Typical Failure Pattern in Cylinders klcclrofornl_'d _with (Ol_pcr ()t_ler Shcll_
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l'ablc XIII shows lhc resultn ol |nucl1_mic_iJ pr_pcr_,, lc,,liil_ ol uiJ _I tllc metaln c(mlponill:
lhc test c._.liilctcr,_, rhc shelt_ oI ttlc.un_ ctdcd ilickcl c'lc'c ti c_l<.>rincd c)lindcr> cxh iblicd c \ccllci_! c'c_i'_.-
sistcncy ill incchalliccil properties Iroin (_lie _,pccinicn t<_ :ltloliier an \v;ix c',pcctcd, l'lic dccicd,,¢ in
tlltimale anti yield streilgih,4 <>f tile 11(.7_ mhtcd t>titcl-_hcll L_ il,_inlctl l<_i higi_ <tuaJily ¢lcclrolol-nlcd
nickel sub iccted to thermal lleLillnellts sulIicietlt to cciti_o ll!cl;tl recry<q:tlli/<llion. The puree'hi c)l
olc)ng',ttioil in cl 25.4 i11111 (I iIl. ) gdtlTC 1ouTth did m_t illCIX'3"-;t' bocaune the .,_,irth _eld (ZOllC Of lltLtXi-
Illtim llil.'(:.iJ rccrystalli/alioil cill_t ctpucted hi.<-'hcsl ductiht,, i ,,_a_; \cry ll;.tlr()w witl_ !espcct to the le<
gatlg0 length.
Only the tensile test specimens tioin (') linders ('-2 and ('-3 appeared to alTord reliable me-
chanical property results representative oF tile electroformed copper outer shells. The other cylinder
shell specimens were damaged in variahlc degrees d uring removal from the Amzirc forgings. The high
yield strength and lower than expected elongation of test pieces from Cylinders C- 1, C-4, and ('-5
reflect the cold work which occurred m the removal of these strips and subsequent attempts to
straighten them for test. Although specimens from Cylinders C-I, C-4, and C-5 suffered adverse
mechanical property changes during the retrieval operations, they still afford a worthwhile compari-
son, since Cylinder C-5 had been TIG welded. The lack of significant differences in tensile strength
and ductility in these samples indicates that short, severe thermal excursions (typical of welding) may
not seriously degrade copper electrodeposits produced by the periodic current reversal technique.
All copper electrodeposited outer shells exhihited excellent ductility as will be evident from the shell
bulging at the time of joint failure as shown in subsequent photomacrographs.
The mechanical properties of the Amzirc lk_rgings were considered normal tk)r this material
and more representative of the desired properties than was found in the Amzirc forgings tiscd to fab-
ricate baseplates for the l]at lest spcciincns ins.e,Migated in tile development phase of \tits work. From
these test results it was concluded that the cylinders with electrol'ormed nickel outer shclls should fail
in the Am,:irc I_cmdill_: ribs during dcstrtictivc test. and the c.vlh'iders with clcctroFormed copper outer
shells shouhl fail in the copper shells.
l'hc nlcchanical properlies o1 lhe electroforincd cc)pper otllu'r shells were lc)wer than ll_ose
determined for specimens produced under the sa,nc conditions of electrolyte composition, electrolyte
tcmpeiature, and current density in the development phase o1 ihi_ \york (Table V ). This difference
can only he attributed to tile chail,-'e in the periodic ctirrent rcxcrsal c.vclc employed for electro-
forming the outershcllscm the cylinders, lt\_clsi'ot expected thcl*, this ratio of cathodic to anodic
ctirrcnt would promote such a si<_,nil'icctnt change in lncchanical propcrlics, tlowever, had the same
periodic current reversal cycle tlsed ill the development elfort been applied to the cylinder _hcll
electroformmg, it would still be expected that destructive test failure would occur in the copper outer
shell.
H. TEST CYLINDER BOND STRENGTH CALCULATIONS
1-he bond strength of each destructively tested cylinder was detcrnlmcd from the formula;
A c
S=I,x
a r
The definition of tile tcrnls of this l'ornlula are lhe ,,'<lmc <ts pro\ iou,,J.x prc,cnled ill Secl h)vi ]\'.
I:lcctr<fformii_g l)e\clopmci_t. Since mh_<_r buckling I btil,_'i!_,_'I of lhc <_tltv'! shell, prior !_ .i_il.l l<_ilttrc
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FABLE XIll
MECHANI('AL PROPERTY TEST RESU LTS -
ELECTROFORMED OUTER StIELLS AND AMZIRC FORGINGS
Liner Stock or
Electroformed
Metal
Nickel
Copper
Amzirc
Cylinder
Number
N-1
N-2 0.042 1.067 114.0
0.042 1.067 113.4
N-3 0.046 1.168 59.1
(TIG Welded) 0.045 1.143 57.3
N4 0.047 1.194 109.1
0.046 1.168 106.4
N-5 0.049 1.245 111.9
0.049 1.245 111.3
C-1" 0.049 1.245 32.2
0.049 1.245 32.6
C-2 0.056 1.422 29.9
0.055 1.397 29.9
C-3 0.055 1.397 27.4
0.055 1,397 27.4
C-4" 0.054 1.372 34.3
C-5" 0.055 1.397 33.4
(TIG Welded)
N-2 0.178 4.521 53.1
C-1 0.200 5.080 52.5
C-3 0.179 4.547 49.0
Mechanical Prooerties
Specimen
Thickness Ultimate Strength
in. 1 mm Kpsi MN/m2 1 Kpsi
Test specimenscould not be separated from this cylinder.
¥ield Strength
MN/m 2
786.0 75.4 519.9
781.9 78.6 541.9
407.5 461 317.9
395.1 44.1 304. I
752.2 76.2 525.4
733.6 93.2 642.6
771.6 85.8 591.6
767.4 82.1 566.1
222,0 30.7 211.7
224.8 29.5 203.4
206.2 19.9 137.2
206.2 18.5 127.6
188.9 17.2 118.6
188.9 16.0 110,3
236.5 31.7 218.6
230.3 31.2 215.1
366.1 46.6 321.3
362.0 44.4 306.1
337.9 41.2 284.1
Elongation
% in 1 in,
18
15
15
15
16
13
19
20
13
12
30
33
22
20
12
12
28
29
18
*Test strip was severely deformed, scratched, or torn in small areasduring removal from the cylinder. Attempts to
straighten or repair the specimensprobably introduced various degrees of cold work.
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OCCtllrt'd OI]IV 0|1 the copper eleclrofollllCd c.vlill_Jcrs, thc arcu :\c {_irv'Auf ihc clcctrodcp_ilr.'d co\cr-
plate ovor lhe f, rcs_urizcd c.'h',tI!!lC!"; I \t ;.!', L'l'cW!lt'l" 1",'_1" co!_pc'!-,dl¢l[ cTlil_.,!cr', IhLIll lOl" nickel ,dlcll c\ lill-
ttc'l'S: This pCl'll_.itllOill dcl'tq'lll_.lliOI1 I1i liic ct_ppcr .,holls. lrie_itc 40. _:lx con'_cl\uli\c_l} cklilllal_.'d I(_
illci'c.'asc tilt: shel! :tl¢a tli_(ler t_rc'4>tll`' b\ Icll pcicciit.
Tablo \IV presents the cal_uluicti bond strcn.<_,ti_ fc)r cuch dc_,tructivcly tufted clianl_cl put-
tern for e:lch cylinder ',ll_d plo_ides lhc 10,4! tttil:i b'_ which 'iw_c culctllA!it,ns \vor0 lll_.lclC, lhc \'uilics
t)f the calculated l_t)iltt strcp.gths l'or ul! lo_l sections of the c;.'lindors willl llickol elcctrodcpo',itcd
oui,'r shells were in close agrccnlcill ",._ith tl_<ctensile stren<,'th _alu0,_ of the Alll/i,c forTillgs reported
ill Table Xlll. Failure would thus be e.xpcctcd to occur ill I;he Affizirc I_onding ribs. :rod this was
what actually happened as the lnetallo,,_'raphic examination disclosed, Figure 42. The photomacro-
graphs in this figure illustrate tile strata "necking'" of the Amzirc bolading ribs be fore material stress
faihire. One photomicrograph in Figure 42 confirms that Amzirc is still bonded to the nickel shell
after the joint failed. The remaining photomicrograph shows the nickel shell rupture after tile joints
had failed. This rupture occurred parallel to a string of pin-holes in the electroformed nickel; these
are also discernable in the photomacrographs of Figure 42. This phenomenon occurred on at least
two of the cylinders with nickel shells and one of the cylir_ders with a copper shell.
It was suspected that the formation of pin-holes was related to the silver conductivizing oper-
ation. The Amzirc cTlipders afforded a larger heat sink than the flat panels in the developmenz pro-
gram. Whea the wax-filled channels were heated in an oven prior to application of the sider powder.
the Amzirc did not have sufficient time to thermally stabilize at the melt temperature of the channel-
filling compound. When the cylinders were removed from the oven and conductivized, the Amzirc
bonding ribs absorbed sufficient heat ,it the wax interface to prevent opt!,num bonding of the silver
powder to the e(l;zes of the wax st:;faces. In processing Cylinder N-5 ior electroforming, the Amzirc
liner was intentionally heated for an insufficient period prior to condt,ctivizing. After electroforming
the shell for a sixteen hour period, the deposition process w,i_ qoppcd and the shell exatnined. Nu-
lllelol.is tiny pin-ho!cs were present in th2 deposit :ind all x_ere in Aignlnent with the challllct-bollding
rib interfac,'. T];c piil-hoh:s were all closo,l i_lecharlic:illx al'id clcctrofolTning restilnod al'ter reactive-
lii"lg the nickel stlrl.:ice. Similar i_in-holes were also oviclei'it in the copper shell of (ylinder (-I
(Figure 4,3 I. Photographs sh<_ in.<-'\_!Icru these hole_; were initiated in the nickel shell of ('ylindcr N-5
are ft)und in Appendix B. Fi.,4ure 50. Such defects possibly c_)nlribtllcd tc_ outer shell rupltire I_cl'or¢
:ill of thc joints failed indesl:-ucri_c te_I. The lip.v'rprcpiu:ttion_pccil'icationin Sccti(m V habbeen
illt)ctified to r:,quire a n_,_)l'e ri,.,id colllrol (,l thcrina! stabilization in lhc? chaml_cr liner pric)r to con-
d uctivizing.
The photomicrographs and low magnificatiol_ phc)to.,_,r:iphs of Fi,gure 43 illustrate joint failure
in Cylinder f-I as h:tving occurred in the ,:'_pper outer shel!. From Table XIV. the calculated bond
strength for Test Area B of (ylmder (-1 wc, u!d indicate failure in the electrodcposited copper. Un-
like Test Area B, Test Area A +_f Cylinder C-I was not constrained in the areas of the cross-manifolds
connecting the channels. ihis. combined with the Fin-ho!e delects i-reviously noted in the copper
shell of this part:cular cylinder, po_;sibly decreased the t:,icklil;g/hulgiiE.:i resistance at the cnd._ of the
bonding ribs. and this is where joint failures occqrre,t. The low calculated bond strength for Test
Area A in Table XIV is po-:si,l.ly ill error ,m thi:; I:asis. since the pholomacrograph in Figure 43 con-
firms electrt.,lcp<,siic I ,','ppcr to still I-e a:tached In the Alnzir,: ril"s :it the failed joiqts. Of the.nine-
lCCll test area> f_n the l, l'l cyiind.:.s ,!c_tq:ctively cv;iltl:iled. II,c , ilculaicd bond sllcFl,.211! for .-\reu .\
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Cylinder N 1 Magnification 4X Cylhi,J_.q N 1
.rest A_a A lest A_ea B
Magnificatiur_ 4X
Nickel
Amzirc
Magnification 32X
l.i:_'L_c 42. Mctallographic 1-x,iminalion Results for ,Xi_ kcl I !c,'T.)_,i,_rmcd [eq (\ lindcr
N-1 alter Failure
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Cyli_ <,_er C- 7
Test Area A
_]ag!ti ficatiu_t 4X
Electroformed Copper Failure
Arnzlrc Rii)
Mag_ificatioH 4X
Eiect!oformed Copper Sheii
Test A,e,_ B
v)I= 32X
1 ¸
I00
)of Cylinder ('-I was the only value which did not appear _li_,l wlwn comp'ared t_) thc nacchanica]
protwrty lcsl <la ta of Talkie X III and the mclallo_z'_qd_ic ¢vhlcncc.
I:i+urc 44 prescnt.s typical microstructurc+ obs+.'rvcd in the nickel and copper otttcr 4_ulls tr_)m
lhc two cylinders submitted to TIG welding Large gr;.lin growth is cvidel+,t in the clcclrofornled nickel
xvhcrc the weld created a severe thermal environment. rhc nickel grams arc ,,mailer laC_lu the )_ondin:
rib, indicating: this matcuial ;.ICtCd ctficicntly ;us a heat sink. No failure at the clcctroform [,ondlinc i,,
e_idcnt. In thr copper shell, rccrystalli/ation occurrcd,aswasexpcctcd, lhccolumnar _rain_,_ruct,_ .
I_ pical of peril,die rc_crscd deposits of copper, was converted t_) cqui-axcd grains of finer size than
was antJcipaZcd. This s[z'ucttlrc sonlewhaI z-csczlll_lcs that of copper pyrophosphazc dcp()sits and m:Lv
possibly account for the higher pressure required to fail the TI(; welded copper cylinder.
Results of the metallurgical examination of the remaining tesl cylinders will be found in
Appendix B. All bond_ _,_ere judged to have a strength of at least 100 percent of the nwchanical
strength of the weaker component metal, since no failures were detected in the electroform I_ondline.
I O'
_L .......
Part of Failed Amzi_c Rib Pa_t of Fz,iled Amzirc Rib
Electroformed Nickel, As Deposited
Cylinder N-5
Test Area A
Magnification 100X
I ..... -- ' - I1 I/ .....
Electroformed Nickel, After TIG Weld
Cylinder N-3 Magnification 50X
Test Area B
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Cylinder C-5
Test Area B
Magnification 100X
The area siqown in the adjacent photograph
illustrates the reCrystalliiaqon which occurred
in the electroformed copper outer shell as a
result of TIG welding the test cylinder. This
section was located approximately 19.1 mm
(0.75 in.) fiom the TIG girth weld since
this is where failure occurred.
Figure 44. l:'lloloml,:roTrctt-flls Sho,.vil_ TIG \Vcl,..t |:l'fccl.,, ori the _,licrostrticiurcs ol
t!],..',:irodcl'_o-,iicd Xi,..'k,.>l :illc.l ('c)[)t_u'l" ()l.iicr Sl_cli,,
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It has been demonstrated in this work tha! repr_duciblc mechanical pr(_perljcn can bc _b-
rained in nickel and copper electrodeposils from lhe nickel sulfalnatc :rod acRI copper ,,uilale ek'ctr_
lyres, it has also been shown that copper and nickclcieclrofornll_ondscmlbc madeoiT coppcramt
copper alloy subslrates with consistently reliable joints resulting. 'Fin, ,¢sulls _1 tcsti,lg and nlchdlo-
graphic examination of the Amzirc cylinders _vith mckcl and copper outer shells _crified tha! the
specifications developed led to the fabrication o1 consintcntl.,, reliable electrolormcd structures.
The use of periodic current reversal appears to e_.hance the uniformity of the grain structure
in acid copper sulfate electrodeposits. It enables the electrofor,ner to produce good mechanical
properties, regardless of the deposit thickness. Current density and the periodic current reversal cycle
selection appear to have significant affects on the mechanical properties. A current density of about
4.84 A/din a (45 A/ft a ) and a periodic current reversal cycle with a cathodic to anodic r_tio of 2:1
resulted in the most satisfactory mechanical properties in this study. Variation of these parameters
makes a wide range of mechanical properties possible. Use of the recommended current density and
periodic reversal ratio will result in copper deposits with mechanical properties at least equivalent to
those of the wrought annealed copper counterpart.
Copper sulfate electrodeposits produced with periodic current reversal appear to have ex-
cellent thermal stability. Exposure of these deposits to high temperature for short periods, such as
the TIG welding, resulted in recrystallization as would be expected. However. the new structure re-
tained good mechanical properties and the electrodeposit exhibited no evidence of voids or porosity.
Pyrophosphate copper electrolytes were also shown to be capable of producing deposits with
excellent mechanical properties. Under optimum plating conditions, pyrophosphate copper deposits
exhibited slightly better mechanical properties than could be obtained from the acid sulfate bath using
periodic current reversal. The yield strength of copper was particularly e"%,nced by deposition from
the pyrophosphate solution. The unusual microstructure of these deposi : lay contribule to th is
phenomenon. The pyrophosphate electrolyte is very difficult to control and maintain in comparison
with the acid copper sulfate bath. Producing deposits consistently within a specific range of mechani-
cal properties may prove difficult unless the electroformer has considerable experience _vith the pyro-
phosphate bath and the many pecularities associated with it.
Nickel electrodeposits from the sulfamate bath exhibited excellent mechanical properties over
a current density range of 2.15 to 4.30 A/din 2 (20 to 40 A/ft = t and an electrolyte temperature of
44.4 to 51.7°C (i 12 to 125°FL The range of tensile strength was 634.3 to "792.9 MNIm 2 ¢O2 to
115 Kpsi} and the elongation in 25.4 mm (one inch} varied from 10 to 20 percent for these electro-
deposition parameters. Wrought annealed Nickel 200 is reported 191 to have typical propertics as
follows:
Ultimate Strength Yield Strength Elongation
Kpsi M,N/m _ Kpsi MN/m 2 '_ in 2 inches
67.0 462.0 21.5 148.2 4"
tiP;
The ductility of the wrought nickel cannot be duplicated in the electrolbrmcd counterpart, ttow-
ever, the "'as deposited" mechanical strength is superior and the elongation in a given guage length is
satisfactory for most structural applications. This difference is attributed to microstructure and lhe
fact that Nickel 200 contains trace malleabilizing elements promoting good ductility over a wide test
temperature range by chemically compounding any sulfur present.
After TIG welding, the nickel electrodeposits retained good mechanical properties - even though
recrystallization had significantly changed the microstructure.
The results of bonding studies and tests indicated the copper and copper alloy activating pro-
cedures were adequate for producing high integrity joints. In all tests on Amzirc cylinders (simulated
thrust chamber liners), the bond strengths were equivalent to ! 00 percent of the mechanical strength
of the weaker metal comprising the joint. The program objective of attaining at least 80 percent of
this strength was exceeded:
Pin-hole leakage paths in electroformed nickel outer shells had previously presented a serious
problem in producing high quality structures. The investigation of these defects indicated the problem
could be circumvented by special precautions in conductivizing the wax-filled coolant passages.
Applying the processes and procedures developed in this program, components for two low
cycle thermal fatigue study engines were electroformed to produce outer shells for internally cooled
structures. Figures 45 and 46 illustrate the parts. These engines will be used by NASA-Lewis Research
Center for thermal fatigue evaluation of electroformed copper deposited by the periodic reversal pro-
cess.
It was apparent from the results and observations of this program that a more detailed investi-
gation of several processes and procedures would be desirable. This was not possible due to the al-
ready broad scope of the project and the specific objectives to be met. It is anticipated that further
investigation in the following areas would be valuable in improving the capability of electroforming to
produce high quality thrust chambers for use under high pressure and severe thermal service:
Continue the study of periodic current reversal deposition from the copper sulfate
eL'ctrolyte to determine the quantitative effects of cathodic-anodic cycle ratio and cycle
length on mechanical properties. Include the variation of electrolyte temperature in
this study.
Investigate improved electrolyte agitation techniques in the pyrophosphate copper elec-
trolyte and determine the effects on mechanical properties, particularly on dt, ctility.
Conduct a study to determine the effects of thermal treatments on the mechanical
properties of pyrophosphate copper and periodically reversed copper sulfate electro-
deposits. Subject specimens to tensile test at elevated temperature.
Produce and test low cycle thermal fatigue study spools from pyrophosphate copper and
acid copper sulfate electrolytes controlled to the optimized parameters obtained in the
above studies.
Investigate the effects of dispersion strengthening copper electrodeposits l_y codeposition
of thermally stable dispersoids of small particle diameter.
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IAPPENDIX A
TEST DATA FROM 56.8 LITER ( 15 GALLON)
PYROPHOSPHATE COPPER ELECTROLYTE STU DY
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APPEN I)IX B
METALLOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION RESULTS OF JOINT FAILURES
IN NICKEL ELECTROFORMED SHELL CYLINDERS N-2 THROUGH
N-5 AND COPPER ELECTROFORMED SHELL CYLINDERS C-2
THROUGH C-5
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Cylinder N 2
Test Area A
Magmficadon 4X Cylinder N-2
Test Area B
Magnification 4X
Electroformed Nicke! Shell
Tht: mode cJf the joint failure Wpicat in the
cylinders Vv_th etec,:_oforrned nicke! outer
sheits is ii!-J_trsted in :he adjacent photo
mictograph. The Arnzirc bonding rib has
fa:ied in an idcJ._ "neck-dowry" and shear
p_tteri: Wpical of a ductile metal. The
_}lectroforrned bond aplpea_s undisturbed
The bondfine is accented by the preferential
glah_ etch used to display thu copper rnicro-
structure.
AmZilC Bondin(t Rib
Cylindel N 2
Test Area A
Magnification 32X
]18
Cylinder N-3
Test Area A
TIG Weld Zone
Magnification 4X Cylinder N-3
Test Area B
TIG Weld Zone
Magnification 4X
Amzirc Bonding Rib
Photomicrograph showing the joint failure
as occurring ul the Amzhc bonding ribs.
Cylinder N-3 (TIG Welded)
Test Area B
Magnification 32X
Figure 48. Mctallographic I-xamina[ion Results for Nickel Elec[rol'ormed "lcst ('.vlindcr
N-3 After Failure
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I l
A section from the failed area of Test
Section A disclosed all Amzirc bonding ribs
contained tensile failures typical of ductile
meta!s. Portions of each of the bonding
ribs are securely attached to the bulged
electroformed outer shell.
Cylinder N-4
Test Area A
Magnification 4X
The manner of joint failure in Test Area B
was almost identical to that shown for Test
AreaA. O_ly one Amzirc bonding rib has
not failed, but it has been strained to a
point of impending failure.
C¥1mde_ N4 M.gmiication 4X
fI __'_r," J'_ 'd,'_,_i!,,L,_'r:_i,l,ic I ",:_miu:i,ion P,c_tflts for Nickel lilcctroformcd 'l-esl C\lindcr
t
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Cylinder N-5
Test Area A
Magnification 4X Cylinder N-5
Test Area B
Magnification 4X
Electroformed Nickel Shell
This sectton shows a typical Amzirc bonding
failure resulting from destructive testing
of the cylinder. Note the "pin-hole" defects
adjacent to the portion of the Amzirc rib
still attached to the electroformed nickel
shell. These defects were intentionally pro-
duced and repaired by peening them closed
after the electroform build-up was about
0.305mm(0.012in.! thick. Ill addition to
the plating stop required to make this repair,
one other stop and restart was made to ex-
amine the build up ovcr the repaired area.
Cylinder N-5
Test Area A
Magnification 32X
Fi,_,urc 50..",let:dlographic t-x:mlination Results for Nickel t-lectroformcd Te_,I (x linder
N-5 After Failure
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Cylinder C-2 Magnification 4X Cylinder C-2
Test Area A Test Area B
Magnification 4X
Cylinder C-3 Magnification 4X Cyli_der C 3
Test Area A T(,st Ar,._; ._.
Magmfic.tion 4X
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Cylinder C-4
Test Area A
Magnification 4X
Electroformed Copper Shell
Cylinder C-4
Test Area B
Magnification 4X
Electroformed Copper Shell
Cylinder C-4
Test Area A
Fi#l,rc 52.
Amzirc Rib Amzirc Rib
Magnification 32X Cylinder C-4 Magnification 32X
Test Area B
Mct:dlo,gr,q3hic E×amination Results for ('oppcr I!lcctroformcd Test Cylinder
('-4 Al'ter Failure
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°Cylinder C5 r,!_._ f ,_ri m 4×
Test Area B
Section 19.1 mm i0./Sir_.} f!c,m TIG _,.ei_l
|:i,.-'urc 5.,
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